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Amid the ongoing contro-
versy over hijab, Prime

Minister Narendra Modi
reached out to the Muslim
women of Uttar Pradesh saying
the BJP stands with every
Muslim in the State which is
reflected the way we got rid of
triple talaq.

“Muslim sisters know our
good intentions. We made a
law against triple talaq and
freed Muslim sisters from this
malice,” Modi said in
Saharanpur on Thursday which
will go to the polls on February
14.

Saharanpur has around 35
per cent Muslim population
and is home to Darul-Uloom
Deoband, Asia’s biggest semi-
nary. 

Realising the importance of
Muslim votes, the Prime
Minister wooed Muslims and
talked about them for at least
10 minutes in his speech.

“Those dealing in vote
banks are worried that now
even Muslims are supporting
Modi. They could not digest
that some Muslim women were
posting small reels on social
media praising the BJP. They

want Muslim women to be
pushed back to the medieval
age, but BJP and Yogi are com-
mitted to protecting Muslim
women,” Modi said.

He also talked about the
scheme Yogi has had initiated
for farmers saying the BJP
Government has given more
money to sugarcane farmers
than what the previous gov-
ernments had given in the last
10 years.

“The BJP Government is
taking permanent measures to
relieve sugarcane farmers as it
has allowed them to make
either sugar or ethanol as per
market demand. UP farmers
have produced ethanol worth
�12,000 crore and this figure is
bound to increase in coming
years,” the Prime Minister said.

Attacking the Samajwadi
Party, the Prime Minister said
this party is making hollow
promises to the public.  The
party is only concerned about
its family, not about the devel-
opment of UP. “These people
had talked about giving elec-
tricity to cities for 22 hours and
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In a gift to international trav-
ellers on Valentine’s Day, the

Government on Thursday
allowed “quarantine-free” entry
for travellers from 82 countries
or an RT-PCR test on the
eighth day from February 
14. 

This means international
passengers arriving in India
will no longer have to get test-
ed for Covid-19 at the airport
before stepping out. There will
be a random sampling of two
per cent of international trav-
ellers from all countries on
arrival. They can give their
samples and will be allowed to
leave the airport after that.
They do not have to wait for
the results. The new rules are
also an indication that sched-
uled international flights could
be opened soon.

“The demarcation of coun-
tries ‘at-risk’ and other coun-

tries removed. Accordingly,
need for giving samples on the
port of arrival and waiting till
the result is obtained from
countries ‘at-risk’ is dispensed
with,” said Union Health
Minister Mansukh Mandaviya
on Twitter.

In its revised guidelines for
international arrivals, the
Minister of Health and Family
Welfare on Thursday said there
will be no demarcation of “at-
risk” and other countries from
February 14 and replaced it
with another list of countries
on a mutually acceptable basis
in respect of which primary
vaccination schedule comple-
tion certificate is allowed to be
uploaded. These include
Australia, Bangladesh, Canada,
Hong Kong, Malaysia, Nepal,
Singapore, New Zealand,
Netherlands, Qatar, Singapore,
Switzerland, UK and USA.
China is not in the list. 

Continued on Page 2
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Amid reports of technical
snag in EVMs at some

places and names missing from
the voters’ list, polling in the
first phase on Thursday passed
off peacefully in Uttar Pradesh
with an average of over 60 per
cent votes, Election
Commission officials said. An
average of 61.06 per cent
polling was witnessed in UP. 

The polling, which start-
ed at 7 am, was held in 58
Assembly seats spread across 11
districts in the western part of
the State. The Election
Commission reported peaceful
balloting in the sprawling State’s
western belt bordering Delhi
where the main contest is
between the ruling BJP and the
combination of the Samajwadi
Party and the Rashtriya Lok
Dal (RLD).

The highest polling was
reported from Shamali with
over 69.42 per cent votes fol-
lowed by 65.34 per cent in
Muzaffarnagar, 61.35 per cent
in Baghpat, 60.50  per cent in
Hapur, 60.52  per cent in
Bulandshahr, 58.51  per cent in
Meerut, 58.51 per cent in
Mathura, 57.25 per cent in

Aligarh, 56.61 per cent in Agra,
54. 77 per cent in Ghaziabad,
and 54.77 per cent in Gautam
Budh Nagar. 

The Election Commission
said that many people were
waiting to vote and about 60
per cent of the vote is likely to
take place till the end.

After a slow start in the first
two hours till 9 am, when just

eight per cent of the electorate
had turned out, the momen-
tum picked up as thousands of
men and women made it to the
polling stations after the sun
peeped out to give a respite
from the winter chill and fog.
The electronic voting machines
broke down in some places and
were quickly set right. 

Continued on Page 2
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Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Thursday

claimed the Narendra Modi
Government managed the
financial crisis better than the
UPA Government did in 2008
and said the Congress rule
was like “dark age” in India.

“In 2008 financial crisis,
Indian GDP took a hit of �2.21
lakh crore in terms of reduced
gains. In the recent crisis,
Indian GDP lost �9.57 lakh
crore. Despite the disruption to
the supply chain, inflation in
2020-21 was 6.2 per cent,
whereas, in 2008-09, it was 9.1
per cent,” she said while reply-
ing to the debate on Union
Budget in the Lok Sabha,.

“It means that despite the
contraction in GDP and much
larger loss to GDP we managed
to keep the inflation lower
than when India suffered a
smaller crisis in 2008,” the
Finance minister said.

Sitharaman said the Indian
economy was strong and point-
ed out that it grew faster than
the US economy in the previ-
ous financial year. “The Indian
economy is projected to grow
at 9 per cent in the next finan-
cial year, the US is expected to
grow at 4 per cent,” she said.

“There was indeed Andha
Kal (dark age) in the country,
but it was during the Congress

rule. Rampant corruption, dou-
ble-digit inflation, policy paral-
ysis were part of the dark age
under Congress rule,” the
Finance Minister said.

She pointed out under the
Modi Government the cur-
rent account is in surplus
despite such a massive crisis.
“But in 2008, during a much
smaller crisis, the Indian econ-
omy was in a current account
deficit,” she said.

Sitharaman said, “44 uni-
corns have been identified in
this country. They have creat-
ed wealth. They showcase
India’s talent and innovation.
This has happened between
2020 and 2021.”

The Finance Minister
noted that every village has
been electrified in India, “Andh
kaal” (time of darkness) pre-
vailed during their (Congress)
rule, whereas now every house
has got electricity in every vil-
lage.”

Continued on Page 2
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The Karnataka High Court
on Thursday asked stu-

dents to avoid wearing any
“religious dress “  on campus-
es of education till the court
takes a final call on the hijab
controversy. Posting the matter
for Monday, the full court said
educational institutions can
resume classes.

“Till the disposal of the
matter, you people should not
insist on wearing all these reli-
gious things,” Chief Justice
Ritu Raj  Awasthi said.

The three-judge bench of
CJ  Awasthi, Justices  JM Khazi,
and  Krishna S Dixit, which was
formed on Wednesday,  said it
wanted the matter to be
resolved at the earliest but till
that time peace and tranquilli-
ty is to be maintained.       

“We will pass an order. Let
the schools and colleges start.
But till the matter is resolved,
no student should insist on
wearing a religious dress,” he
said.

When the petitioners’
lawyer Devadatt Kamat told the
court that such an order will
amount to suspension of his

client’s constitutional rights
under article 25, Chief Justice
Awasthi said the arrangement
is only for a few days till the
matter is resolved and asked
him to cooperate.

On Wednesday, Justice
Dixit, who was hearing the
case, referred the case to Justice
Awasthi’s consideration with a
view that a large bench may
look into the case.

The hijab row started in
December end when a few
students started coming to the
Government pre-university
college in Udupi wearing hijab. 

To protest against it, some
Hindu students turned up
wearing saffron scarves. The
row spread to other educational
institutions in different parts of
the State, and the protests took
a violent turn at some place
earlier this week, prompting the
Government on Tuesday to
declare three days holiday for
the institutions.

Ayodhya: Muslim Rashtriya
Manch (MRM), the RSS’
Muslim wing, has backed the
burqa-clad student who was
heckled by youth shouting “Jai
Shri Ram” slogans at a
Karnataka college, saying “pur-
dah” is part of Indian culture.
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Mumbai: RBI Governor
Shaktikanta Das on Thursday
made it clear that private cryp-
tocurrencies are a threat to
macroeconomic and financial
stability and undermine its
ability to deal with challenges
on the two fronts.  

Cautioning investors, the
governor said such assets have
no underlying whatsoever, “not
even a tulip”.

The comments are a reit-
eration of institutional con-
cerns on such assets expressed
earlier but assume significance
because they come days after
the Union Budget put a 30 per
cent tax on gains made on such
assets.

The crypto stakeholders
had welcomed the move as one
which “legitimises” their trade.

“Private cryptocurrencies
or whatever name you call it are
a threat to our macroeconom-
ic stability and financial sta-
bility. They will undermine
the RBI’s ability to deal with

issues of financial stability and
macroeconomic stability,” Das
told reporters. 

He added that it is his
“duty” to caution investors, and
told them to keep in mind that
they are investing at their own
risk.  Using a historical context
to make a point on the value of
such instruments, Das said,
“They also need to keep in mind
that the cryptocurrency has no
underlying, not even a tulip”.

It can be noted that the
“tulip mania” of the 17th cen-
tury is often cited as a classic
example of a financial bubble,
where the price of something
goes up, not due to intrinsic
value but because of specula-
tors wanting to make a profit
by selling a bulb of the exotic
flower. PTI
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villages for 20 hours but they
gave electricity only in their
native districts,” he said and
cautioned the public not to fall
prey to these people. 

He said, “During its rule,
the SP had promised to build
500 houses for poor in
Saharanpur city but it actually
built 200 houses. In compari-
son, Yogi Adityanath promised
31,000 houses and built 18,000
houses. This is the difference
between SP and BJP.”

Continued on Page 2
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New Delhi: The Supreme
Court Thursday granted  per-
mission to Enforcement
Directorate to rely on the
report of court-appointed
forensic auditors in its charge
sheet to be filed against
Unitech's former promoters
Sanjay Chandra, Ajay Chandra
and others.

A bench of Justices D
Y Chandrachud and M R Shah
gave permission to the ED to
rely on the Grant Thornton
report with the probe agency
saying it will make the case
stronger against the 
Chandras.

Additional Solicitor
General Madhavi Divan,
appearing for the ED, submit-
ted that the agency is going to
file the charge sheet next week
in the money laundering case
lodged the 
Chandras.

“This court has on October
6, 2021 refused to share the
forensic auditors report with
Chandra brothers and since
now ED wants to rely upon the
report, the agency is seeking
court's permission and modi-
fication of the order,” Divan
said.  

The bench said that it is
granting the permission, clar-

ifying that the earlier order will
not preclude the ED from rely-
ing upon the forensic auditors
report.
The bench also allowed realty
firm Unitech's founder Ramesh
Chandra to move the special
PMLA court at Patiala House
Court here to seek bail in a
recent case registered against
him by the ED.

The top court also allowed
Sanjay and Ajay Chandra, cur-
rently lodged in Mumbai jails,
to have video conference meet-
ings once every fortnight and
said that their family members
can talk to them as per the jail 
manual.
On August 26 last year, the
apex court had directed that the
Chandra brothers be shifted
from Tihar Jail in the national
capital to Mumbai's Arthur
Road Jail and Taloja prison in
Maharashtra after the ED had
said that they were conducting
business from the jail premis-
es in connivance with the 
staff.
Under the direction of the top
court, the Chandra brothers
were shifted to jails in
Mumbai.Both Sanjay and Ajay,
in jail since August 2017, are
accused of allegedly siphoning
home buyers' money. PTI

Hyderabad: RSS chief Mohan
Bhagwat on Wednesday said
Hindus are so competent that
nobody has strength to stand
against them even as he
stressed that the community is
not antagonistic towards any-
one.

He was addressing a gath-
ering after attending the mil-
lennium birth anniversary cel-
ebrations of 11th century saint
Sri Ramanujacharya. 

"Samarthya hamare paas
aisa hai ki hamare saamane
khade rahne ki takat kisi ki
nahi hain (Hindus are so com-
petent that nobody has strength
to stand against us)," Bhagwat
said, adding that the Hindu
society is not antagonistic
towards anyone.

"We have sustained and
thrived for centuries," he
added.

Those who tried to destroy
Hindus for 1,000 years are
now fighting among them-
selves world over. The only rea-
son that some people have a
fear is because they have for-
gotten who they are, he said.

"They tried to eliminate us
but it did not happen... Even
today 'Sanatan' Dharmik life of
Bharat can be seen here as it is.
Despite so many atrocities, we
have 'Matra Bhoomi' with us.
We have plenty of resources ,
then why we are afraid?
Because we forget ourselves.
The reason for apparent weak-
ness is that we have forgotten
our holistic view towards life,"
he said.

Bhagwat further said, "In
our country, despite after facing
attacks and withstanding brute
tyranny, we (Hindus) are still 80
per cent today. Those who are
ruling the country and running
political parties, most of them
are Hindus. It is our country
and even today our temples are
there and temples are being
built. What our traditions
taught us is permanent."

He said national interest
should be accorded first prior-
ity above the interests of self,
family, creed, caste, language
and other identities.

"Hindu hit yane rashtra hit'
should be the first priority and

that is the way we will be a
strong and competent nation
and then will shun any idea of
weakness," Bhagwat  said.

Though there is diversity of
region, language, religion in the
country, all are children of
'Bharat Mata' and this feeling has
to be strengthened, he said,
adding "We see oneness which
has manifested itself in various
forms. We appreciate diversity
and don't see diversity as dif-
ference. We won't discriminate."  

According to Bhagwat, the
entire world started talking of
equality after the French
Revolution, but in India the
message of equality has been
spoken of thousands of years
ago and Ramanujacharya's
message was also about equal-
ity of all.

He said saints at local lev-
els have to come together
monthly and discuss how to
educate masses on noble living
and same way, each family
must sit together at least once
a week to pray together, eat
together and discuss the fam-
ily and national values.
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From Page 1
He also talked about how the poor were pro-

vided food grains during the pandemic while
during the SP regime ration, meant for the poor,
was sold in the open market.

He appealed to the people to vote for the
Government that works for the poor and imple-
ments the schemes on the ground. “This is the
power of double engine government because it
believes in Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas,” he 
said.

Reminding people of the Muzaffarnagar
riots, the PM said during that regime this region
also witnessed riots in which violence was
unleashed under political patronage. Criminals
who instigated those riots are now partners of
the SP-RLD alliance. The Yogi Government has
taken action against the criminals and sent them
to jail. They are now angry and want to take
revenge.

The Prime Minister praised the work done
by the Yogi Government in the field of law and
order and said that as a result of this, investors
have got confidence in Uttar Pradesh and huge
investments are coming in the State.
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From Page 1
Most of the initial voting

took place in urban areas but
people poured out of their
homes in rural areas too as the
hours progressed.

Additional Chief Election
Officer (ACEO) BD Ram
Tiwari said polling is going on
peacefully. “There were reports
of a technical error in EVMs at
some places. Those EVMs are
being replaced,” he said. On
Samajwadi Party’s allegation
that poor voters were not
allowed to exercise their fran-
chise in Dundukheda village in
the Kairana Assembly con-
stituency, Tiwari said the dis-
trict magistrate concerned has
been asked to look into the
matter.

Meanwhile, in the first
phase of staggered Assembly
elections on Thursday, many
voters couldn’t exercise their
franchise as their names were
missing from the voters’ list. In
Mathura constituency, an
elderly man expressed disap-
pointment after he was told
that his name was missing. “I
could not vote,” he said. He
claimed that several others too
went back home disappointed
due to similar problems.

Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD)
chief Jayant Singh Chaudhary
claimed that EVMs were not
functioning well. “It seems that
youths and farmers are press-
ing the button in anger. I urge
all to vote in favour of the ‘gath-
bandhan’ (alliance) with love,”
he said in a tweet. RLD is con-
testing the Assembly elections
in alliance with the Samajwadi
Party.As many as 623 candi-
dates, including 73 women,
are in the fray in the first
phase, and around 2.28 crore
voters, including 1.24 crore
men and 1.04 women besides
others, are eligible to cast their
franchise, state EC officials
said. The voting took place at
25,849 polling stations and
10,766 polling centers. Besides
RLD chief, State Ministers
whose fate will be decided in
the first phase of voting,
include Shrikant Sharma,
Suresh Rana, Sandeep Singh,
Kapil Dev Agarwal, Atul Garg
and Chowdhury Lakshmi
Narain. Former Governor Baby
Rani Maurya is contesting from
Agra rural, BJP leader Sangeet
Som is contesting from
Sardhana and Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh’s son Pankaj
Singh is contesting from
Gautam Budh Nagar.In 2017,
out of the 58 seats where
polling is being held, the BJP
had won a staggering 53, the
Samajwadi Party and Bahujan
Samaj Party (BSP) two each,
and the RLD one seat. To
breach BJP’s fort in western
Uttar Pradesh, the Samajwadi
Party and RLD have forged an

alliance. There is a straight con-
test between the BJP and SP-
RLD alliance on around three
dozen seats whereas there are
triangular fights on nearly two
dozen seats involving the BJP,
SP and BSP. Most pundits feel
that it will be no easy task for
the BJP to repeat its 2017
showing, particularly in view of
the prolonged farmers’ agita-
tion that gripped almost the
whole of western Uttar
Pradesh. The BJP has denied
ticket to 19 sitting MLAs and
fielded fresh faces. While the SP
is contesting on 28 seats, the
RLD has fielded candidates in
29 others. The Anupshahr seat
has been given to the
Nationalist Congress Party
(NCP) of Sharad Pawar.  The
alliance has fielded new faces
on 43 seats. While the BSP has
given tickets to 14 Muslims, the
SP-RLD alliance has fielded 12
Muslims. All political parties
have made efforts to manage
the Jat equation.

In Aligarh, nearly twenty-
seven lakh voters of the district
cast their votes to decide the
fate of 60 candidates in hyper-
sensitive district. The police
and administration maintained
a strict environment to make
sure fair and peaceful voting. 

People boycotted voting
due to a lack of development
work in the Iglas of Aligarh. On
the other hand, villagers in
Jhalhu village of Gonda block
went for a mass boycott in
demanding the construction of
the main road of the village.
According to the information,

polling could not be held at this
booth till 2:15 pm. Villagers say
that in 2019, even after giving
assurance of the road, even the
coating work has not been
done on the road, due to which
the angry villagers have made
up their mind not to vote and
protested with the banner of no
vote. So, very few voters cast
their votes. Apart from this
people also boycotted voting on
the Kalyanpur booth of Baroli,
where only 3 votes were cast till
noon. 

The voting started half an
hour late in Khair constituen-
cy and on the other hand,
more enthusiasm was seen
among women in Muslim areas
in the city, and they were found
standing in long queues.
According to data till 5 pm , a
total of 57.25 per cent voting
took place in Aligarh with 56
per cent in Iglas, 57.8 per cent
in Khair, 58.68 per cent in
Baroli, 57.2 per cent in Atrauli,
56.3 per cent in Charra, 57.8
per cent in Aligarh city, and 58
per cent in Kol. There was slug-
gishness in voting in the morn-
ing but by noon long queues
were seen at the polling place.
Complete polarization
appeared in the city.The district
has Khair, Baroli, Atrauli,
Charra, Kol, and Iglas
Assembly seats. Here 60 can-
didates are in the fray. Most of
the candidates are in Atrauli
and the city. The least number
of candidates are in the Iglas
Vidhan Sabha constituency,
popularly known as Mini
Chhaprauli.
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From Page 1
The Finance Minister said

banks have sanctioned loans
worth �3.1 lakh crore under the
Emergency Credit Line
Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS)
for the MSME sector that was
impacted by disruptions due to
the coronavirus pandemic. The
Finance Minister accused
Congress was destroying the
public sector telecom compa-
nies BSNL and MTNL. 

“Those MSMEs who still
want to benefit out of it are wel-
come to use it... The amount of
loan sanctioned under the
ECLGS is Rs 3.1 lakh crore and
guarantee space is still Rs 1.4
lakh crore,” she said in her 100-
minute reply to the discussion

on Union Budget 2022-23 in
Lok Sabha.  As much as Rs 2.36
lakh crore have been disbursed
to MSMEs, she said adding that
PM Mudra Yojana has created
1.2 crore additional employ-
ment since its launch in 2015.
With regard to employment,
she said, urban unemployment
has declined to pre-pandemic
levels due to various efforts of
the government. 

Replying to allegations of
Opposition leader Adhir
Ranjan Chowdhury, she said:
“it was unfair to attack the
Government” while hushing up
the scam days of the UPA
Government. “Now you are
asking why not given 4G to
BSNL and MTNL. Your

Government blocked 4G and
fund flow of to these compa-
nies. Modi Government allot-
ted Rs.69,000 crore in 2019 for
the revival of BSNL and
MTNL”. 

The Finance Minister and
BJP MPs alleged that
Chowdhury was getting mes-
sages in his mobile to ask fre-
quent questions and disrupt the
House. “I have been listening to
your speeches saying the econ-
omy is collapsing. During 2020-
21, 44 unicorns have started in
India. This is Amrit Kal,” she
said accusing Opposition MPs
of speaking in the debate with-
out reading the Budget. 

Replying to Opposition
jibes about the next 25 years of

Amrit Kaal leading up to India’s
100 years of Independence, as
mentioned in the Budget, .
Sitharaman said that the ‘Andh
Kaal’ (era of darkness) referred
to by a member actually
occurred due to the Congress. 

“In 1991, the country had
just two weeks of foreign
exchange reserves left…
Double-digit inflation during
the 10 years of the UPA-1, and
particularly UPA-2, was Andh
Kaal indeed. Third, the coal
scam, the everyday headlines of
corruption, 2G scam, middle-
men all over, that was Andh
Kaal,” the minister said. 

“…And not knowing how
to deal with the country after
the global financial crisis, and
India becoming a fragile five
economy with policy paralysis,
so the Opposition member is
referring to the situation they
created as Andh Kaal,” she
asserted.
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From Page 1
“The passengers will no

longer be required to do a
seven-day mandatory quaran-
tine. The passengers will no
longer be required to get test-
ed on the eighth day after
arrival and upload their test
results to the government por-
tal,” it said. Apart from upload-
ing a negative RT-PCR report
(taken 72 hours before the
journey), there will be an

option to upload certificates of
the completion of full primary
Covid vaccination schedule
provided from countries on a
reciprocal basis.

All travellers will self-mon-
itor their health for next 14
days of arrival. “If travelers,
under self-health monitoring,
develop signs and symptoms
suggestive of COVID-19, they
will immediately self-isolate
and report to their nearest
health facility or call national
helpline number (1075)/ State
helpline number,” it said.

De-boarding should be
done ensuring physical dis-
tancing. Thermal screening
would be carried out in respect

of all the passengers by the
health officials present at the
airport. The self-declaration
form filled out online shall be
shown to the airport health
staff.

Passengers found to be
symptomatic during screen-
ing after arrival shall be imme-
diately isolated and taken to a
medical facility in accordance
with health protocol. If tested
positive, their contacts shall be
identified and managed as per
laid down protocol.

If such travellers test pos-
itive, their samples should be
further sent for genomic test-
ing at the INSACOG laborato-
ry network and they will be

treated/isolated in accordance
with standard protocol, the
guidelines state.

International travellers
arriving through seaports/land
ports will have to undergo the
same protocol, except that the
facility for online registration is
not available for such passen-
gers currently.

Children under five years
are exempted from both pre-
and post-arrival testing.
However, if found sympto-
matic for COVID-19 on arrival
or during the period of self-
monitoring period, they shall
undergo testing and be treated
as per laid down protocol, says
the guidelines.
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The daily Covid-19 infec-
tions dropped by 894 to

touch a tally of 6,248 on
Thursday, even as the daily
cases in Mumbai dropped mar-
ginally to 429.

A day after the state record-
ed 7,142 infections, the daily
cases dropped to 6248. With
the fresh infections, the total
number of Covid-19 cases in
the state rose from 78,23,385 to
78,29,633.

With 45 fresh deaths, the
total number of deaths regis-
tered in the state since the out-
break of Covid-19 in the state
in March 2020 went up from
143247 to 143292.

Mumbai, where the daily
infections have been dropping
steadily for more than two
weeks now, witnessed a small
drop in the number of cases
from 441 to 429.  With the lat-
est cases, the total number of

cases in Mumbai mounted
from  10,52,617 to 10,53,046.

As 18,942 Covid-19
patients were discharged from
the hospitals across the state
after full recovery, the total
number of people discharged
from the hospitals since the
second week of March 2020
increased from 75,93,291 to
76,12,233. The recovery rate in
the state rose from 97.06 per

cent to 97.22 per cent.
The number of “active

cases” in the state dropped
from 82,893 to 70,150.  The
fatality rate in the state stood
static at 1.83 per cent.

The active cases in Pune
dropped to 19832.The active
cases in Mumbai dropped from
4096 on Wednesday to 3698 on
Thursday, while the active cases
in the neighbouring Thane

rose from 4887 On Wednesday
to 4411 on Thursday.

Nagpur accounted for 9600
active cases, followed by
Ahmednagar (5542), Nashik
(3055) and Aurangabad (3131).

Of the 7,60,40,567 samples
sent to various laboratories
across the state so far, 78,29,633
have tested positive (10.30 per
cent) for COVID-19 until
Thursday.

Currently, 5,53,175 peo-
ple are in home quarantine
while 2,386 people are in insti-
tutional quarantine. 

Meanwhile, as many as
121 fresh Omicron cases were
recorded in Maharashtra on
Wednesday, resulting in the
total number of the new Covid-
19 variant cases going up to
3,455. Till Wednesday evening,
8081 samples had been sent for
genome sequencing, out of
which, results of 7,179 patients
have been received. 902 results
are awaited.
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Mumbai: As the daily Covid-19 cases in Mumbai dropped to 429,
the Covid-19 positivity rate in the metropolis touched 1 per cent
on Thursday, 56 days after the positivity rate had increased to 1 per
cent on December 21, 2021.Announcing this, Mumbai Municipal
Commissioner I S Chahal said:  “In the third Covid-19 wave, Mumbai
had 2.85 lakh cumulative positive cases or even higher if we add
self testing at home and an  an average of 5.5 deaths per day dur-
ing 56 days of the 3rd wave.(312 deaths in 56 days)”. “This is one
of the lowest single digit mortality rates in the third wave for any
comparable city at national or international level. It is a matter of
great satisfaction and pride for us all,” Chahal said. PNS
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Rejecting the allegations of
Opposition, Finance

Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
on Thursday said banks have
sanctioned loans worth �3.1
lakh crore under the
Emergency Credit Line
Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS)
for the MSME sector that was
impacted by disruptions due to
the coronavirus pandemic. She
was replying to the debate on
Budget and said that the
scheme has been extended till
March 2023. The Finance
Minister accused Congress was
destroying the public sector
telecom companies BSNL and
MTNL. 

"Those MSMEs who still
wants to benefit out of it are
welcome to use it... The amount
of loan sanctioned under the
ECLGS is Rs 3.1 lakh crore and
guarantee space is still Rs 1.4
lakh crore," she said in her 100-

minute reply to the discussion
on Union Budget 2022-23 in
Lok Sabha.  As much as Rs 2.36
lakh crore have been disbursed
to MSMEs, she said adding that
PM Mudra Yojana has created
1.2 crore additional employ-
ment since its launch in 2015.
With regard to employment,
she said, urban unemployment
has declined to pre-pandemic
levels due to various efforts of
the government. 

Combating Finance
Minister accused Congress for
bleeding BSNL to almost death.
Replying to allegations of
Opposition leader Adhir
Ranjan Chowdhury, she said “it
was unfair to attack the
Government” while hushing up
the scam days of UPA
Government. “Now you are
asking why not given 4G to
BSNL and MTNL. Your
Government blocked 4G and
fund flow of to these compa-
nies. Modi Government allot-
ted Rs.69,000 crore in 2019 for
the revival of BSNL and
MTNL”. 

Finance Minister and BJP
MPs accused that Chowdhury
was getting messages in his
mobile to ask frequent ques-
tions and trying to disrupt. “I
have been listening to your

speeches saying ecnomy is col-
lapsing. During 2020-21, 44
unicorns  have started in India
. This is Amrit Kal,” she said
accusing Opposition MPs for
speaking in the debate without
reading the Budget. 

Replying  to Opposition
jibes about the next 25 years of
Amrit Kaal leading up to
India’s 100 years of
Independence, as mentioned in
the Budget, Ms. Sitharaman
said that the ‘Andh Kaal’ (era of
darkness) referred to by a
member actually occurred due
to the Congress. 

“In 1991, the country had
just two weeks of foreign
exchange reserves left…
Double digit inflation during
the 10 years of the UPA-1, and
particularly UPA-2, was Andh
Kaal indeed. Third, the coal
scam, the everyday headlines of
corruption, 2G scam, middle-
men all over, that was Andh
Kaal,” the minister said. 

“…And not knowing how
to deal with the country after
the global financial crisis, and
India becoming a fragile five
economy with policy paralysis,
so the Opposition member is
referring to the situation they
created as Andh Kaal,” she
asserted.
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New Delhi: Union Minister
Nitin Gadkari on Thursday
said the Centre has filed an
appeal in the Supreme Court
against the Madras High
Court's decision to set aside a
central government notifica-
tion fixing 120 kmph as the
speed limit for vehicles plying
on highways.  

Gadkari further said he
wants to finalise a Bill which
will be introduced in
Parliament to revise the speed
limits for vehicles for different
categories of roads.

"The Madras High Court has
reduced the speed limit for
vehicles plying on highways....
We have filed an appeal in the
Supreme Court against the
decision of Madras High
Court," he said.

Last year, the Madras High
Court had set aside a notifica-
tion of the central govern-
ment, fixing 120 kmph as the
speed limit for vehicles plying
on highways.

"There is no unanimity on
what should be speed limit for
vehicles for different categories

of roads," the road transport
and highways minister said.
He stressed that there is a
need to synchronise speed limit
for vehicles for different cate-
gories of roads.
Last year, Gadkari had said he
is in favour of increasing the
maximum speed limit on
expressways to 140 km per
hour.
He had said while the speed
limit on national highways
should be at least 100 km per
hour on four-lane roads, the
same for two-lane roads and

city roads should be 80 kmph
and 75 kmph. The pre-
sent speed limit for cars on
expressways is 120 kmph. On
national highways, the speed
limit is 100 kmph.
The high court had also raised
a set of 12 queries, the first of
which was for a direction to the
central government to recon-
sider its 2018 notification
increasing the speed limit to
120 kmph. In its
report, the Centre had justified
its action in increasing the
speed limit.
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The Delhi Government on
Thursday notified a policy

that makes it mandatory for ride
aggregators and delivery firms
to install electric vehicles (EVs)
while procuring a new fleet as
the AAP aims to reduce vehic-
ular pollution in the national
Capital by 30 per cent in the
next two years.

As per the gazette notifica-
tion, aggregators and delivery
services will have to ensure that
50 per cent of all their new two-
wheelers and 25 per cent of new
four-wheelers are electric by
March 2023. They will also
have to ensure that 10 per cent
of all new two-wheelers and five
per cent of all new four-wheel-
ers are electric in the next three
months. Environment Minister

Gopal Rai stated that the Delhi
Government will continue to
engage citizens in implement-
ing such forward-looking poli-
cies in the fight against pollu-
tion. Reena Gupta, Advisor to
Environment Minister, said that
this policy marks an important
milestone in Delhi
Government’s goals of reducing
air pollution by 30 per cent  by
2024.  “The CAQM should
also direct other states to adopt
similar aggregator regulations in
the larger NCR region.
Aggregators and delivery ser-
vices would need to ensure 10
per cent  of all new two-wheel-
ers and five percent of all new
four-wheelers are electric in
the next three months.
Aggregators and delivery ser-
vices will have to ensure 50per
cent  of all new two-wheelers

and 25per cent  of all new four-
wheelers are electric by March
2023,” she added.

The draught policy first
notified on the January 14,
2022, has now been put up in
the public domain through
http://it.delhigovt.nic.in/pis/noc
/egazettes.asp, inviting sugges-
tions and objections of the gen-
eral public within a period of 60
days. As a result, any feedback
received would be incorporat-
ed into the policy and
announced for implementa-
tion. The draft policy has now
been put in the public domain
inviting suggestions and objec-
tions of the general public with-
in a period of 60 days from 25th
January 2022, the official pub-
lication date of the gazette noti-
fication, post which it would be
notified for implementation.
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The North district of the
Delhi Police, under

‘Operation Khojbeen’, has
recovered 12 stolen vehicles and
nabbed 17 people since
November last year in the
national Capital.According to
data shared by police, 36,782
vehicles have been checked or
verified using ‘Vehiscan App’ till
now under this operation.
Whereas 617 vehicles found
unattended or being plied with-
out proper documents were
impounded from November 1,
2021 till Wednesday. During
this period, 12 stolen vehicles
were recovered and 17 auto-
lifters were nabbed.

As a result, a decline has
been seen in the registration of
motor vehicle theft cases from
January 1 to February 9 and the
work out percentage of the
case has also been increased. In
2022, a total of 164 cases of
motor vehicle theft were regis-
tered as compared to 235 in
2021. While in 2022, 10.36 per
cent cases worked out and 7.66
per cent cases worked out last
year, the data stated.

According to Sagar Singh
Kalsi, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP),
North district, in order to trace
the stolen vehicles, operation
Khojbeen was launched in
north district on November 1,
2021. "It has been observed
that many robbers, snatchers
and auto-lifters have disclosed
that they prefer to commit
crime on stolen vehicles to
evade their arrest. It has further

been noticed that after com-
mitting crime, the criminals
park the stolen or used vehicles
at various parking lots or at iso-
lated places," said the DCP.To
begin with, proper record of all
the parking sites in north dis-
trict was obtained and it was
found that there were 31 park-
ing sites available in district —
three MCD parking, five Delhi
metro parking sites, one bus
parking and 22 other parking
lots, the DCP said.

The foot patrolling staff was
directed to conduct search
operation on regular basis in
their area of jurisdiction, the
DCP said. Some criminals also
disclosed that before the theft
of the targeted vehicle to be
used in crime, they stole num-
ber plates of another vehicle
with similar make and colour
from another place. After this,
they have a stolen motorcycle
covered with fake number
plates of another vehicle having
same make and color which
reduces their chance getting
suspected by the police during
checking or being apprehend-
ed, said the DCP. Normally
people do not lodge FIR about
the theft of number plates of
their vehicle and file NCR in
this regard. As a result, usual-
ly such data is not available with
police staff picket checking. 
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The work on a dedicated sky-
walk, being constructed by

the DMRC in collaboration
with Northern Railway for pro-
viding seamless connectivity
between one of the busiest
hubs of New Delhi Railway sta-
tion and Metro stations of New
Delhi on Yellow Line and
Airport Express Line is almost
over and the skywalk is going
to be thrown open to the pub-
lic soon.

A senior DMRC official
said that the newly construct-
ed Skywalk is an extension of
the foot over bridge (FOB)
inside the Railway station and
connects the Ajmeri Gate Side
of the station with the New
Delhi Metro stations of Yellow
Line and Airport Line includ-
ing the multilevel parking side
across Bhavbhuti Marg through
multiple entry and exit points.

The completion work of the
skywalk was thoroughly
inspected today by Dr Mangu
Singh, Managing Director,
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation
in the presence of senior offi-
cials, he said, adding that apart
from providing seamless con-
nectivity, the skywalk will also
help in streamlining the traffic
flow on Ajmeri Gate side of the
railway station.

“The Skywalk has been
provided with six escalators
along with facilities such as
CCTV surveillance cameras,
toilets; ticketing counter, sig-
nage and a DMX controlled
autonomous lighting system.
The beautifully designed sky-
walk has integrated escalator &
stairs reminiscent of Jantar
Mantar comprising Agra Stone
Cladding. The main bridge
and arms branching to the
entry/exits, escalators and
underground line are approxi-
mately 242 metres in length,” he
said. The construction of this
unique skywalk in a hub wit-
nessing significant traffic was a
major engineering challenge
including the disruptions posed
due to COVID-19 pandemic.

The structure had to be
built above a functional under-
ground Metro station with
major traffic movement on
Bhavbhuti Marg. Also, the
bridge had to be connected to
two pre-existing building struc-
tures at the far ends ensuring
minimum inconvenience to
the people, infrastructure and
other buildings nearby.
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After completing his 10
year sentence in a teach-

ers’ recruitment scam in
Haryana, former Member of
Parliament and national pres-
ident of Jannayak Janta Party
(JJP), Ajay Chautala was
released from Tihar jail in the
national Capital on Thursday.

The prison officials con-
firmed the development and
said that the sentence period
of Ajay Chautala is complet-
ed and he was released for-
mally on Thursday. 

"Chautala was admitted in
Tihar Jail on January 16, 2013
for a conviction term of 10
years in a CBI case. During
his incarceration, he earned
total remission of two years,

seven months and 24 days. He
was out on emergency parole
since May 14, 2021. He
reported to Tihar Jail on
Thursday and deposited his
fine amount, following which
he was formally released," a
senior jail official said. 

Former Haryana chief
Minister OP Chautala, his
elder son Ajay Chautala, and
53 others, including IAS offi-
cer Sanjiv Kumar, were con-
victed and sentenced in the
case of illegal recruitment of
3,206 junior basic teachers in
2000. 

They all were sentenced
to varying jail terms in the
case by a special CBI court in
January 2013.

OP Chautala earlier freed
from Tihar jail last year.
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The Delhi Government has
invited applications for the

post of managing director of
the Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation (DMRC) as
incumbent Mangu Singh’s term
comes to an end on March 31.
The tenure of Singh as the
DMRC MD was extended till
March 31 in September last
year. Singh had been given
multiple extensions in the past.

The DMRC MD is a nom-
inee of the Delhi government.
The DMRC has 17 directors,
including a chairman. It has
five nominees, each of the
Centre and the Delhi govern-
ment, that have equal stakes in
the DMRC.

Notably, the managing
director is designated by the
Delhi government.
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Marking its 75 years of exis-
tence, the Delhi Police on

Thursday launched its
‘Platinum Jubilee Logo’ in a cer-
emony organized at Police
Headquarters. The move of
unveiling the logo is considered
the beginning of a series of
events this year to commemo-
rate the platinum jubilee Year.

During the occasion, the
Chief Guest, Amitabh Kant,
CEO, Niti Aayog unveiled the
logo. Speaking on the occasion,
Rakesh Asthana, the Delhi
Police Commissioner recount-
ed the glorious history of Delhi
Police through these years in
becoming a most professional
force in the service of citizens.

Asthana emhasized that it
has always learned and reno-
vated itself in adapting to social
change induced by economic

and technological development
and has never stopped learning
to better its own standards and
benchmarks.

Addressing the gathering,
Kant said that 75 years in the life
of a police force was a very
unique occasion. “The evolution
of Delhi city as the national cap-
ital is organically linked to that
of Delhi Police and managing a
city of over 3 crore population
which is more than the com-
bined population of 20
European nations is an extra-
ordinarily challenging task,”
said Kant. Stating that the crime
is the biggest issue in any soci-
ety for ease of living, Kant out-
lined the importance of profes-
sional police for economic
development of the nation.        

“Delhi Police is already
seen as an efficient organization
with its capabilities of security,
crime control and fighting ter-

ror, along with an exemplary
humane touch”, he said, and its
success lies in its “agility and
adaptability” in a dynamically
changing technological and
security environment. All insti-
tutions of government need to
share the vision of government
to bring about faster changes
induced by technology in
today’s world,” said Kant. 

The Niti Aayog CEO
emphasized on data to drive
changes and data driven com-
petitiveness to achieve efficien-
cy and performance in crime
control and prevention.

“The challenges posed by
repeat offenders can be solved
with data driven analysis and
technological applications.
Delhi Police is data rich and can
use this for predictive policing
in crime and for intelligent
traffic management,” Kant
observed. 
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Delhi Police has arrested a
33-year-old labourer along

with his wife for allegedly
killing a man in southwest
Delhi’s Jaffarpur Kalan area.

The accused has been
identified as Daulat Ram, a res-
ident of Hathras in Uttar
Pradesh (UP). According to
police, the deceased was in
relationship with Ram’s wife
and he was pressurising the
woman to elope with him. On
Tuesday, Jaffarpur Kalan police
station received information at
10.52 am regarding a body in a
drain. Later, Police  found the
body in the drain. The body
had a wound on the left temple,
police said.  The deceased was
identified as Sonu, a resident of
Pandwala Kalan. He used to
work as a laborer, police said.
According to Shankar
Choudhary, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP),
Dwarka district, during inves-
tigation, Ram, connected with
Sonu, was not found in his
room. "On Wednesday, he was
apprehended when he returned
to his room to take his belong-
ings.The accused disclosed that
Sonu was known to him for 17
years. Both work as labourers in
Delhi and came closer," said the
DCP. "While visiting his home,
Sonu developed relations with
Ram’s wife. Sonu was pres-
surising the woman to elope
with him, but she refused. On
Monday night, Sonu entered
the room where Ram, his wife
and the children were sleeping,"
said the DCP. 
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Gurugram :  The newly-
appointed Deputy
Commissioner of Gurugram
Nishant Kumar Yadav said that
necessary arrangements would
be made to provide better pub-
lic facilities and services to the
people and to redress the prob-
lems of the people at the earli-
est. 

"The focus will be on mak-
ing public dealing simple and
accessible in all government
offices in Gurugram district,"
Yadav said.

Nishant Kumar Yadav is a
2013 batch IAS officer. He has
done engineering from IIT
Delhi. After doing engineering,
he has served in a multinational
company in Gurugram in
2010-11. After getting selected
in IAS, he has served as SDM

in Sonipat, ADC in Karnal and
Municipal Commissioner. 

He has also been the sec-
retary of the Haryana Public
Service Commission. 

A 31-year-old Yadav was
posted as the Deputy
Commissioner of Karnal before
posted to Gurugram.

"The administration will
adopt several measures to
remove traffic congestion in
Gurugram and it will be on
priority to improve the con-
nectivity so that commuters do
not face difficulty in moving
from one place to another.
Apart from this, there will be
an emphasis on understanding
the problems of the people and
redressal their grievances and
improving public service deliv-
ery," Yadav said.

Gurugram: Six floors report-
edly collapsed around 6.30 pm
at Chintels Paradiso, a high rise
residential society located in
sector 109 on Dwarka
Expressway in which two died
and 5-6 people are still trapped
on Thursday.

Commissioner of
Gurugram police, fire officials
and teams of civil defence,
SDRF and NDRF have also
been reached on the spot. 

However, the number of
people trapped in the building’s
debris is yet to be ascertained
but initial reports suggest as
many as 5-6 could be trapped. 

Meanwhile, the rescue
teams started digging the debris
to rescue the trapped resi-
dents.

According to the district

administration spokesperson,
The ceiling and lenter of the
sixth floor collapsed and dam-
aged lenters till the first floor. 

The initial report suggest-
ed that two were dead while
half a dozen persons were
feared trapped. 

There is a total of 530 flats
and 420 families are living in
it. The Fire brigade, ambulance
and police forces are present on
the spot and rescue work is
going on.

"We received information
that a portion of a residential
society has collapsed. At the
spot, an under-construction
lenter of the sixth floor col-
lapsed till the first floor and
damaged all floor lenters. The
number of people trapped in
the building’s debris is yet to be

ascertained but we suspect
that around 5-6 could be
trapped," Gulshan Kalra,
Deputy Director Fire
Department said.

In some parts of society,
construction is still going on. 

Chintels in a statement
said "This is an extremely
unfortunate incident and we
have taken it very seriously as
the safety of our residents is
our utmost concern. Upon
preliminary investigations, we
have come to know that some
negligence in repair work done
by the contractor in an apart-
ment led to this incident. We
are fully cooperating with the
authorities and ensuring all
support. We extend our heart-
felt condolence to the affected
families."
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The Rajya Sabha witnessed
din for a short while on

Thursday with Telangana
Rashtra Samithi(TRS)mem-
bers protesting against Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
remarks on bifurcation of
Andhra Pradesh.  The agitated
members also submitted a
notice for privilege against
Modi.  They later walked out of
the House.

Leader of Opposition M
Mallikarjun Kharge also tried
to raise the issue during the din

soon after the proceedings
began for the day. Deputy
Chairman Harivansh, howev-
er, did not allow him to do so
and urged the agitating mem-
bers to let the house function.
Some of them also trooped into
the well.

The notice addressed to the
Rajya Sabha chairman was
submitted to the secretary gen-
eral of the House on Thursday
morning.

The MPs of TRS who have
signed the privilege notice are
K Keshava Rao, Joginipally
Santosh Kumar, K R Suresh
Reddy and B Lingaiah Yadav. 

Replying to the Motion of
Thanks on the President's
address, Modi in the Rajya
Sabha on Tuesday had referred
to the manner in which
Telangana was formed.

"The shameless manner in
which Andhra Pradesh was
bifurcated. Mikes were shut,
chillies were sprayed and there
was no discussion. Was this
manner right? Was it democ-
racy," he had asked, noting that
there is friction between
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana
even today. 

Taking exception to his
remarks on the Andhra

Pradesh Reorganisation Act,
TRS MP Rao on Thursday
wanted to raise the issue soon
after the laying of papers in the
House.

Harivansh did not allow,
saying the notice has been
received on Thursday and the
Chairman will take a call on it.

Soon after the start of the
Zero Hour, Rao was on his feet
seeking to raise the matter and
other TRS MPs were in the well
protesting against the prime
minister's remarks.

The Deputy Chairman said
the matter was under consid-
eration of the Chairman and

did not allow the TRS leader to
speak during the Zero Hour.
The TRS MPs then staged a
walkout in protest.

Kharge backed the agitat-
ing members and objected to
the remarks made by the Prime
Minister saying the 
Andhra Pradesh
Reorganisation Bill was passed
by both the houses.  The chair,
however, did not allow him to
speak on the issue.

Moving the notice, the
TRS MPs said they wish to
move a Privilege Motion under
Rule 187, against Prime
Minister Modi for his state-

ment in the Rajya Sabha on
February 8 during the motion
of Presidential Address on the
passing of the AP

Reorganization Bill in most
'shameful manner' in the two
Houses of Parliament. 

They staged a walkout as

Chairman M Venkaiah Naidu
declined to accept the Privilege
Motion against the PM.
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Congress MPs in Rajya
Sabha on Thursday took a

dig at the BJP for rising unem-
ployment, saying the ruling
party members in the Budget
discussion have claimed that
the Government has generated
a lot of job opportunities,
which were in fact in the “vig-
ilante sector”.

Congress MP from
Karnataka Syed Nasir Hussain
alleged that after having failed
to provide jobs to youth it has
started employing them in the
new "vigilante sector".

Participating in the dis-
cussion on the Union budget in
the Rajya 

Sabha, he said different
departments of this new sector
are cow vigilante, love-jihad
vigilante, new year disruption
vigilante, valentine day dis-
ruptions vigilante, anti-con-
version vigilante and the latest
being hijab vigilante depart-
ment. Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman will reply
on the Budget on Friday on the
last day schedule of the first
part of the Budget session.
There will be no Question
Hour and Zero Hour in Rajya
Sabha in Friday to facilitate the
completion of the discussion
on Union Budget.

Congress member Rajmani
Patel criticised the government
for not fulfilling the promises
made by the BJP-ruled gov-
ernment in the past seven
years such as doubling farmers'
income by 2022. He also
attacked the ruling bench for
rising unemployment and
widening the gap between rich
and poor.

Raising the issue of rising
unemployment and vacant
posts in government depart-
ments, RJD MP Manoj Kumar
Jha suggested that the govern-
ment immediately start work
on the job calendar and fill it.

Referring to the recent
protests in Bihar and some
parts of Uttar Pradesh over
recruitment exams for
Railways, Jha, said people are
losing their patience. 

“Why your growth is face-
less and jobless and now you

claim to make India a 5 trillion
dollar economy," Jha said.

Vandana Chavan of NCP
highlighted the issues faced by
the cities in the country and
suggested some immediate
measures.

Chavan also suggested
constitution of a special cadre
for municipal services like IAS,
IFS and IRS considering the
fact that the municipal corpo-
ration is now required urban
planners, economists, man-
agement professionals, ecolo-
gists, geologists and experts on
water and environment and all
these are missing at the
moment.

Independent MP Ajit
Kumar Bhuyan raised issues
faced by Assam and
Northeastern states and high-
lighted an increase in the num-
ber of joblessness in the region. 

Abdul Wahab of IUML
stressed on peace and harmo-
ny in the society for econom-
ic growth of the country. "We
need to eradicate the hate
economy from our country
because it is a slow poison".

BJP MP KJ Alphons said
that the contribution of indus-
trialists and corporate houses
that are creating jobs and mak-
ing large investments in the
country must be recognised.

Tearing into opposition's
allegations that rich are grow-
ing richer and that government
policies were benefitting cor-
porate houses, Alphons hit
back saying all key economic
indicators showed that the
Modi-government had steered
the country to the path of
growth, amid the pandemic.

Participating in the gener-
al discussion on Budget, the
BJP member informed the
Rajya Sabha that the govern-
ment has spent money in build-

ing large infrastructure, toilets,
hospitals, roads, houses, and in
the process also created jobs.

On the opposition's jibes
on industrialists, Alphons
argued that while every coun-
try honours people who create
jobs, the opposition believes in
shaming them.
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The Election Commission
(EC) on Thursday resched-

uled the dates for the two-
phase Assembly polls in
Manipur which will now be
held on February 28 and March
5. Earlier, the polls were to be
held on February 27 and March
3. The decision to reschedule
the first phase of polls comes
after the demand by Christian
groups to hold elections on any
day other than Sunday.
Recently, the EC had resched-
uled the Punjab poll from
February 14 to February 20 fol-
lowing demands and the state
government and various polit-
ical parties.

In a statement, EC said the
decision is based on inputs,
representations, past prece-
dent, logistics, ground situa-
tions and "all facts and cir-
cumstances in the matter". A
high level team of EC, headed
by Chief Election
Commissioner Sushil Chandra
visited Manipur on February 7-
8 to take stock of the pre-
paredness of the polls.

The All Manipur Christian
Organisation (AMCO) had
filed a petition before the poll
panel, citing that Sunday is a
day of prayer for the commu-
nity.  On February 3, the
Christian organisation had
raised objections to the date for
first phase of the elections
scheduled to be held on
February 27. Members of the
body said that February 27
being a Sunday, is a day of wor-
ship for the Christian commu-
nity which accounts for more
than 41 per cent of the state’s
population, according to
Census 2011.

On February 7, the mem-
bers of the organisation staged
a sit-in protest at many places
in the state. The AMCO also
warned of intensifying the agi-
tation if the authorities do not
fulfill their demand. 
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The Congress has failed to
pay the dues for three bun-

galows, including 10 Janpath,
an official residence of
Congress interim president
Sonia Gandhi, bungalow no.
26, Akbar Road (office of the
Congress frontal wing Seva
Dal), bungalow no. C-II/109,
Chanakyapuri.  This has been
revealed in an RTI reply by the
Ministry of Housing and Urban
Affairs.

In reply to an RTI filed by
activist Sujit Patel from
Mithapur, Gujarat, the Ministry
said the dues for 10, Janpath
were last paid in September
2020 the monthly rent account-
ed for the same is Rs. 4610/-
only. For the 26, Akbar Road
bungalow which is a type VIII
property next to Congress’
headquarters at 24, Akbar
Road, the monthly rent for
which is more than Rs. 12 lakh
has not been cleared since
December 2012.

The Bungalow in
Chanakyapuri which is used as
a residence,occupied by
Vincent George, personal sec-
retary to Sonia Gandhi has
been in possession of the
Congress Party with a month-
ly rent of Rs. 5,07,911/-. Dues
for the same has not been
deposited since August 2013.
The ministry’s response to the
RTI came on February 7. 2022.

Earlier in 2020, the
Directorate of Estates, under
the Ministry of Housing and
Urban Affairs, has resurrected
a two-year-old proposal to
evict the Congress from the
four prime properties: 24
Akbar Road (which houses
the All India Congress
Committee headquarters since
1976), 26 Akbar Road
(Congress’ Seva Dal office), 5
Raisina Road (Indian Youth
Congress office) and CII/109
Chanakyapuri. The directorate
had first moved this proposal
in 2018. The eviction pro-
ceedings had first been initiat-

ed by the government in
January 2015. 

Spread across 5,181 square
meters in New Delhi, 10
Janpath has remained the pri-
vate residence of Sonia Gandhi
since the time of Rajiv Gandhi’s
assassination in 1991.
Reportedly, the property is
bigger than 7, Lok Kalyan
Marg which is the official res-
idence of the Prime Minister of
India. The current Congress
headquarters of the Congress
party – 24, Akbar Road lies
right behind this property pos-
sessed by Sonia Gandhi.

BJP's IT cell chief Amit
Malviya on Thursday claimed
that Sonia Gandhi has not
paid house rent for the bunga-
low on Janpath for as long as
one and a half years. The BJP
leader took a dig at the
Opposition leader and said
that she was vocal about pay-
ing ticket charges for the
migrant workers but didn't
even pay her rent.

Amit Malviya took to his
Twitter handle and shared a
reply to an RTI application
claiming that Congress leader
Sonia Gandhi has defaulted
rent for the past 1.5 years.
Sharing details of the same on
Twitter, Malviya took a dig at
the Congress leader and her
approach to the migrant work-
ers' travel setup during the
COVID-19 induced lockdown.
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The Government on
Thursday admitted in the

Rajya Sabha that tiger deaths
increased to 127 in 2021 com-
pared to 106 deaths in 2020. It
attributed various reasons for
the increased mortality includ-
ing old age.  

Some Elders including
Sushil Modi(BJP) and Jairam
R a m e s h ( C o n g r e s s ) a l s o
expressed concern over poach-
ing and increasing human-
animal conflict.

Fielding questions on the
issue in the house, Minister for
Environment Bhupender Yadav
said the number of tiger deaths
in 2019 stood at 96.  He said
there are many reasons for the
death of the feline like old age,
infighting among tigers, elec-

trocution and poaching.
As reported by states, the

tiger mortality stood at 127
during 

2021. Last year, the maxi-
mum 42 deaths were reported
in Madhya Pradesh, followed
by 27 in Maharashtra, 15 in
Karnataka and nine deaths in
Uttar Pradesh.

"The average life span of
the tigers in the wild is gener-
ally 10-12  years and in natur-
al ecosystem, factors like old
age, diseases, internecine fights,
electrocution, snaring, drown-
ing, road, rail hits, among oth-
ers, and a very high infant mor-
tality observed in big cats,
including tigers, account for
majority of the tiger deaths,"
Yadav said.

He said the government is
making efforts to manage ani-
mal-human conflicts, and also

taking stringent actions against
poaching.

The minister, however,
maintained that the tiger pop-
ulation has doubled. 

".. .The tiger numbers
increased as per the latest esti-
mation done in 2018, with an
estimated number of 2,967
(range 2603-3346) as com-
pared to 2014 estimation of
2,226 (range 1945-2491). India
is the largest tiger range coun-
try in the world and has now
more than 75 per cent of the
global tiger population," Yadav
said.

The day-to-day manage-
ment and implementation of
the Wildlife (Protection)Act is
done by the states, he said.

Jairam Ramesh drew the
attention of the house to tigers
now coming close to the out-
skirts of Bhopal thereby raising

the danger of human-animal
conflict. 
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Giving utmost priority to the
vehicle safety standards,

Union Roads & Transport
Minister Nitin Gadkari on
Thursday announced that very
soon the Government will noti-
fy mandatory standards like
crash testing of vehicles, seat
belts, alarm detection for doz-
ing drivers, etc, based on which
a vehicle will be star rated just
on lines of other machinery
products happening world over
including India. 

Addressing a Press
Conference on ‘Automobile
Safety Ecosystem in India’,
Gadkari highlighted points to
offer regarding the general
safety of cars in India. 

Elaborating on other safe-
ty systems under implementa-
tion Gadkari spoke about
Electronic Stability Control,
Advanced Emergency Braking
Systems (AEBS),Transport of
dangerous goods, ease of
mobility for Divyangjan, Driver
Drowsiness Attention Warning
System (DDAW), Blind Spot
Information System , Advanced
Driver Assisting system and
Lane Departure Warning
System (LDWS). 

Gadkari said the steps are
being taken as still as many as
1.5 lakh people die every year
in 5 lakh road accidents across
the country and all the stake-
holders of transport sector are
aiming to reduce these fatalities
by 50 per cent within next two
years. 

The Minister further said
the Government has made it
mandatory for automakers to
provide three-point seat belts
for all front-facing passengers
in a car. “The norm will also be
applicable for the middle seat
in the rear row of a car,” the
Union minister. 

“I have signed a file on
Wednesday to make it manda-
tory for automakers to provide
three-point seat belts for all the
front facing passengers in a
car," the road transport and
highways minister said.

Presently, only the front
seats and two rear seats in most
cars produced in the country
have three-point seat belts.
However, the centre or middle
rear seat in these cars come
equipped with only a two-
point or lap seat belt, similar to
the ones provided in aircraft
seats.

Gadkari said there has to
be zero tolerance for road acci-
dents. Road safety is a very seri-
ous issue and there should be
zero tolerance for road acci-
dents, Gadkari emphasized on
requirement of 4 additional
airbags and 3-point seat belt for
improving safety provisions.

There will also be an aim to
have an independent agency
(Bharat NCAP) give out ratings
to automobiles in the country
based on their safety features,
the Minister said. 

The Minister said a  system
is being proposed for star rat-
ing of the vehicle based on the
standards and protocol, to
improve upon the safety of the
vehicle. He said this will enable
the purchaser of the vehicle to
take informed decisions.

The Minister emphasized
on importance of reducing
sound pollution and use of
Electric vehicles. Gadkari said
the need of the hour is to cre-
ate mass awareness for road
safety measures by information
dissemination through media
and peoples participation.
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Taking a swipe at the
"achche din" tagline of the

BJP, Congress leader Adhir
Ranjan Chowdhury on
Thursday said "Modiji lauta de
mere beete huye din" as he
described the Union Budget as
"hawabazi"- a  "zilch"- with no
solution to unemployment,
price rise, poverty and the
four-fold increase in NPAs in
the banking sector.

Participating in the dis-
cussion on the general budget
in the Lok Sabha, Chowdhury
said " this is a Capitalist bud-
get" which has nothing for
poor, backwards, middleclass
and the farmers.

He said national survey
says farmers’ income in seven
years has come down to Rs 27
per day with 24 farmers com-
mitting suicide per day.

"Kisan kehte hain Modiji
lauta de mere beete Huye din
", the Congress MP said.

Hitting-out at Prime

Minister Narendra Modi for
insulting Jawaharlal Nehru,
he said it is because of Nehru
and Congress policies that
poor get free ration and pro-
grammes and policies  like
MNREGA and  right to edu-
cation and health are being fol-
lowed. " Is it not socialism ", he
asked as Congress president
Sonia Gandhi was  seen help-
ing Chowdhury  with more
facts.

The Congress MP said
"non-performing assets had
increased four times under the
NDA government " and that
that the "majority of consum-
ables like lentils and oils" had
seen a sharp price rise in last
few years.

Lashing-out at the gov-
ernment  for promising 400
'Vande Bharat", trains in three
years, the Congress leader said
the programme is "in cold
storage" and "manufacturing
has barely started".

Reeling out figures,
Chowdhury  said on January

2022, unemployment rate is
7.9 percent,  price rise 12 per-
cent, inflation 6 per cent and
this apart 60 lakh industries
shut down and four crore and
sixty lakh people were brought
down to poverty line, he said.

Slamming the government
for an  "empty Budget", he said
India was promised 'Achche
Din' but it’s now saying 'Modi
ji lauta do mere beete bure din'.

He also charged govern-
ment  with giving different
data on unemployment in Lok
Sabha and Rajya Sabha.

Chowdhury said that the
government told Lok Sabha
that there ws no unemploy-
ment in India whereas it told
Rajya Sabha that a huge num-
ber of people died by suicide
due to unemployment.

He cited newspaper report
that more than 1000 people
died of starvation.

" In Lok sabha you say no
unemployment but in Rajya
Sabha you say labour partici-
pation is low..", he said.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will address the high-

level segment of the One Ocean
Summit on Friday.  Heads of
States, including Germany,
United Kingdom, Japan,
Canada and South Korea, will
also participate and address the
conclave.

Giving details of the Prime
Minister’s schedule, the Prime
Minister’s Office(PMO)said,
Modi will address the high-

level segment of the One Ocean
Summit at around 2:30 p.m.
through a video message.

The One Ocean Summit is
being organised by France
from February 9 to 11 in Brest,
France, in cooperation with the
United Nations and the World
Bank. The PMO further said
the objective of the summit is
to mobilise the international
community to take tangible
action towards preserving and
supporting healthy and sus-
tainable ocean ecosystems.

Around 40 world leaders
are due to make “ambitious and
concrete commitments”
towards combating illegal fish-
ing, decarbonising shipping
and reducing plastic pollution
at the first high-level summit
dedicated to the ocean.

The summit convened by
French President Emmanuel
Macron will also focus on
efforts to improve governance
of the high seas and coordi-
nating international scientific
research. 
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Lucknow: The Allahabad High
Court on Thursday granted
bail to Ashish Mishra, the son
of Union Minister Ajay Mishra
Teni, in the Lakhimpur inci-
dent in which eight people
including four farmers were
killed.  The Lucknow bench of
the court had reserved its order
on January 18 on Ashish
Mishra's plea after concluding
the hearing through video-
conferencing.

On Thursday, Justice
Rajeev Singh granted bail to
him in the case. The counsel
appearing on behalf of the
Union minister's son had told
the court that his client was
innocent and there was no
evidence against him that he

incited the driver of a vehicle
to crush the farmers.

Opposing the plea,
Additional Advocate General V
K Shahi had said that at the
time of the incident, Ashish
Mishra was in the car that
mowed down the farmers.

After hearing the pleas,
the bench of Justice Rajeev
Singh had reserved its 
order. On October 3 last year,
eight people were killed in
Lakhimpur Kheri during vio-
lence that erupted when farm-
ers were protesting against
Uttar Pradesh Deputy Chief
Minister Keshav Prasad
Maurya's visit to the area.

Ashish Mishra is one of the
accused in the incident. PTI
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Guwahati: The Gauhati High
Court on Thursday directed a
petitioner, who filed a PIL
against police encounters in
Assam, to submit a response to
the State Government affidavit
that said due process of  law
and all guidelines of the
National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC) were
followed in such incidents.

A division bench compris-
ing Chief Justice Sudhanshu

Dhulia and Justice Soumitra
Saikia asked the petitioner to
file the response within 10
days and said the matter will be
heard again on February 21.

The court had on January
11 asked the state government
to file a detailed affidavit on the
police encounters that have
been taking place since the BJP
returned to power in May last
year.

The government had on

February 7 submitted the affi-
davit. 

"The opposition party
sought time to file an affidavit
in reply to our affidavit. The
Court accordingly granted
them time and fixed February
21 as the next date (of hear-
ing)," Assam Advocate General
Devajit Lon Saikia told PTI.

In the affidavit, the gov-
ernment said that due process
of law and all guidelines issued

by the NHRC were followed in
all cases of police encounters.

It also informed the court
that 28 people were killed and
73 others were injured in police
actions from May 10, 2021,
when Chief Minister Himanta
Biswa Sarma assumed charge,
to January 28 this year.

According to the affidavit,
the incidents of police firing
took place in 27 districts and
the highest number of 10 peo-

ple were killed in Karbi
Anglong district. Guwahati
city recorded the maximum
number of injuries at nine.

Besides the Assam gov-
ernment, state police DGP, law
and justice department,
National Human Rights
Commission and Assam
Human Rights Commission
have been named as respon-
dents in the PIL filed by advo-
cate Arif Md Yeasin Jwadder.

The petitioner sought an
enquiry into the encounters by
an independent agency such as
CBI, SIT or any police team
from other states under the
supervision of the court.

He has also sought a judi-
cial enquiry by a sitting Judge
of the Gauhati High Court in
the incidents and monetary
compensation to the victims'
families after due 
verification. PTI
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In a crucial order the Calcutta
High Court on Thursday

gave 12 hours to the West
Bengal State Election
Commission to take a decision
— in consultation with the
State Government officials —
on deployment of Central
forces for the February 12 civic
board elections before warning
Election Commissioner
Saurabh Das that he would be
held personally liable if any dis-
turbance occurred as a conse-
quence of his failure to take a
requisite decision.

Hearing a public interest
litigation seeking deployment
of central forces for the upcom-
ing elections to Bidhannagar,
Asansol, Sliguri
andChandannagar municipal
corporations a Division Bench
of Chief Justice Prakash
Srivastava directed the SEC to
consult the State Government
officials regarding the require-
ment of central forces the polls.

However, in the same order
the Court said that the SEC
would personally liable to
ensure that there was no vio-
lence in the polls. The Court
reserved its order.

While elections to the four
municipal corporations are
scheduled to take place on
February 12  the remaining 108
municipal boards are scheduled
to go to polls on 27th of this
month. Last month the ruling
Trinamool Congress won over-
whelmingly in the Calcutta
Municipal Corporation elec-
tions where the Left Front
occupied the second place dis-
placing the BJP.

In their pleas, the peti-
tioners had informed the court
that there have been reports of

political violence in places
where the corporation elections
were scheduled to take place.
All the four corporation are as
have a history of political clash-
es during the elections.

The High Court order
comes against the backdrop of
the ruling Trinamool Congress
winning three municipalities
unopposed. These municipal-
ities are Budge Budge and
Sainthia in South Bengal and
Dinhata in North Bengal.

State Opposition Leader
Suvendu Adhikari on Thursday
demanded re-fixing of election
dates in all those municipalities
where the TMC won unop-
posed on account of the oppo-
sition parties either failing to
file their nominations or with-
drawing them after filing it.

“There is no democracy in
Bengal … which is proved by
the TMC’s winning the elec-
tions unopposed … in some
places their party men are
threatening the opposition can-
didates to withdraw their nom-
ination and in other places the
police are stopping them from
filing nomination,”the BJP
leader said.

Curiously for the first time
in the past 36 years not a sin-
gle member from the Adhikari
family has filed nomination
from any ward in
Contaimunicipality considered
to be the fortress of the fami-
ly.

The BJP leader’s younger
brother Soumendu had been
the Chairman of the Contai
municipality for two decades
whereas his father Sisir
Adhikari had been the sitting
MLA and subsequently MP
(and a Union Minister) from
the same region in the past
three decades.
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Ahmedabad: The Border
Security Force (BSF) seized
nine Pakistani fishing boats in
Harami Nala creek area along
the Indo-Pak maritime border
near Kutch district of Gujarat
on Thursday morning, officials
said.

After the seizure, the secu-
rity agency launched a search
operation in the creek area to
find out if any more such boats
from the neighbouring coun-
try have entered Indian waters,
they said.

"During a routine
patrolling, BSF personnel had
released a camera-mounted
UAV in the sky to get a bird's
eye view of the area. During
one such UAV mission, we
found nine fishing boats in
Harami Nala. BSF patrol boats
quickly reached the spot and
seized those boats belonging to
the fishermen from Pakistan,"
G S Malik, Inspector General
of the BSF's Gujarat Frontier,
told PTI. 

So far, no Pakistani fisher-
man has been nabbed as those
on board these boats might
have fled to the Pakistani side
after learning about the pres-
ence of the BSF, he said. PTI

Kochi: The Kerala High Court
on Thursday sought the State
Government's stand on a plea
challenging the constitutional
validity of the recent Kerala
Lok Ayukta (Amendment)
Ordinance, which makes the
executive an appellate author-
ity over orders and declarations
of the Lok Ayukta.

A bench of Chief Justice S
Manikumar and Justice Shaji P
Chaly issued notice to the state
and sought its response to the
petition which has alleged that
by passing the ordinance, the
executive was "encroaching"
into the domain of the judiciary
and quasi-judicial bodies in
contravention of the doctrine
of separation of powers empha-
sised in the Constitution of
India.

The bench also said that
any decision taken by an
authority constituted by way of
the new ordinance during pen-
dency of the plea will be sub-
ject to the final outcome of the
instant writ petition by social
worker R S Sasikumar, who was
represented by senior advocate
G e o r g e
Poonthottam. PTI
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The Bombay High Court on
Thursday commuted the

life sentence awarded to a man
for killing his wife to 12 years’
imprisonment, after holding
that the act indulged in him
after she screamed at him as
‘impotent’ at him and humili-
ated him in a public place as the
result of “sudden and grave
provocation” and “not a pre-
meditated one”.

While commuting the sen-
tence from life imprisonment
to 12 years’ imprisonment in
the 12-year-old case filed by
Nandu Dada Suvase (45), a HC
division bench of Justices
Sadhana S. Jadhav and
Prithviraj K. Chavan ordered
the immediate release of Suvase
on the ground that he had
already been in custody in
2009 and had undergone 12
years of imprisonment.  

Holding that the crime
was the result of “ sudden and
grave provocation” and “not a
pre-meditated one”, the HC
bench observed: “The inci-
dent had occurred on a busy
road near the residential house
of Ananda More. The loud alle-
gations made by the deceased
were heard by one and all. It
was quite natural for the man
to feel ashamed upon being
referred as impotent”.

Alluding to the considera-
tion of the circumstances in
which the said incident had
occurred, the Judges took into
the account the fact that the
couple was married for almost
more than 15 years. The
accused was the father of three

grown up children who were
staying in the Ashram School.

“Almost four years prior to
the incident, the couple had
parted their ways and had
started living independently
without interfering into each
other’s life and in this back-
ground, on the unfateful day,
suddenly upon seeing the
accused by chance, the
deceased had not just obstruct-
ed his way by holding his neck,
by pulling his shirt but had
started hurling abuses and had
levelled scathing remarks by
which self-esteem of the
accused was not only lowered
in his own eyes but in public,”
the HC bench noted.

“It is true that the incident
of assault is the outcome of a
grave and sudden provoca-
tion. The accused was deprived
of his self-control and hence, he
could not have any restraint
upon himself while mounting
assault. It was not a pre-medi-
tated act,” the Judges observed.

While passing an order on
an appeal challenging the con-
viction of the appellant by a
trial court under Section 302
(murder) of the IPC, the HC
bench took the exception 4 of
section 300 – which states
“Culpable homicide is not mur-

der if it is committed without
premeditation in a sudden
fight in the heat of passion
upon a sudden quarrel and
without the offender having
taken undue advantage or acted
in a cruel or unusual manner”.

“The accused has been in
custody since 2009. He has
almost undergone 12 years
imprisonment. In view of this
and the observations made
hereinabove, the appellant
deserves to be convicted for the
offence punishable under sec-
tion 304(II) of IPC which
would serve the ends of justice,”
the Judges ruled.

The Prosecution’s case was
that on the morning of Aug. 28,
2009, when the convict Nandu
Dada Survase, a sugarcane
farm labourer was cycling
down to his farms in Ranjani
village, with his sickle, when his
wife Shakuntala suddenly
accosted him.

There was a fierce alterca-
tion between them near the bus
stop, she grabbed his neck,
pulled his shirt and started
abusing him, including that he
was ‘impotent’.

Embarrassed and gravely
provoked by her proclama-
tions, Survase tried to go away
quietly, but Shakuntala con-
tinued to obstruct his bicycle
and even tried to snatch his
bag.As she continued to shout,
in a fit of rage the farmer
removed the sickle from the
bag and assaulted her at least 10
times, even as a passerby – who
later became a witness – tried
to intervene and stop the brawl.

Later, some relatives found
her in a pool of blood with her
damaged organs, near the bus
stop, and her father lodged a
police complaint. Survase was
subsequently arrested and the
Investigating Officer Shankar
Jirage informed the facts of the
case that it was not a pre-
planned murder but commit-
ted out of sudden rage at the
“scathing remarks against his
honour” in public.

Aligarh: To choose their
Government in a democracy,
27.65 lakh voters of the district
are to decide  the fate of 60 can-
didates in hyper-sensitive
Aligarh. The police and admin-
istration maintained a strict
environment to make sure a fair
and peaceful voting. 

People boycotted voting
due to lack of development
work in Iglas of Aligarh, on the
other hand, villagers in Jhalhu
village of Gonda block also
protested by mass boycott in the
assembly elections demanding
the construction of the main
road of the village. According to
the information, polling could
not be held at this booth till 2:15
pm. Villagers say that in 2019,
even after giving assurance of
the road, even the coating work
has not been done on the road,
due to which the angry villagers
have made up their mind not to
vote and protested with the
banner of no vote. So very few
voters cast their votes. Rashtriya
Lok Dal's candidate Veerpal
Singh Diwakar also came and
tried to convince the villagers
but when the villagers did not
agree, they went back. Apart
from this people also boycotted
voting on the kalyanpur booth
of baroli, where only 3 votes
were casted till noon. 

The voting started half an
hour late in Khair Constituency
and on the other hand more
enthusiasm was seen among
women in Muslim areas in the
city, and they were found stand-
ing in long queues. 

According to data till 5pm
, a total of 57.25% voting took
place in Aligarh today, in which
56% in Iglas, 57.8% in Khair,
58.68% in Baroli, 57.2% in
Atrauli, 56.3% in Charra, 57.8%
in Aligarh city and 58% in Kol.

There was sluggishness in
voting in the morning but by
noon a long queue was seen at
the polling place.  PNS
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itself secular, have to lay
down what the ‘essential prac-
tices’ of any particular religion
are or ought to be? This is
what those legal luminaries
like Kamat, who are pleading
for the right to wear hijab, are
seeking in demanding State
enforcement of religious
obscurantism of some partic-
ular community.

Some other States,
Madhya Pradesh in particu-
lar, have been quick to join
the issue by stating that stu-
dents are required to follow
the dress code laid down in
educational institutions, irre-
spective of the traditions they
might be following at their
respective private spaces.
Madhya Pradesh Education
Minister Inder Singh Parmar
has, in reaction to the
Karnataka hijab row, stated
that beginning next session,
the State Government will
issue rules and regulations
related to the uniform dress
code.

Religious, constitutional
and legal arguments apart, the
country’s concerned citizens
need to pay much closer
attention to the current hijab
controversy. The latest row
has begun from Karnataka,
which is a southern Indian

State, where attempts to stoke
separatist sentiments have
been under way even before
India attained Independence
from British rule in 1947.
Karnataka is also a State wit-
nessing a reassertion of the
Hindu identity in recent
decades. The ultra-quick
reactions by the sections of
those who lost power in 2014
are a clear pointer to their
involvement to stir up trou-
ble in order to portray the
country in a sordid light at the
international fora. Shades of
a larger conspiracy cannot be
missed here.

If hijab, naqab and burqa
are a matter of ‘choice’, as
many of their apologists are
claiming on television panels
and in newspaper columns,
the urgency of some girls to
wear it now and also make it
a matter of political contro-
versy must be questioned.
Also, it is likely that the tale
will not end here. There will
be, in most probability,
demands raised from cer-
tain quarters for permission
to perform namaz in school
and college premises, as these
too would arguably comprise
“essential religious practices”.
A backlash in the form of
public pujas and aartis will

not take long in manifesting.
Next would be demands for
“a separate space for perform-
ing namaz”. Would things
stop there? Not likely ;
demands for separate halal
counters in college canteens,
backed by politicians, would
soon be reverberating. This is
not in the domain of imagi-
nation as even the US and
some other western countries
are combating such demands.
Further along, demands for
time off from class periods for
mandatory praying would
follow. Given the changed,
and changing, political mood
in the country, it is not incon-
ceivable that a response from
the majority community
would soon come forth.

The current row also per-
haps demonstrates that it is
the apt moment for the coun-
try to refocus attention on the
crying need for a uniform civil
code, without which all talk of
secularism will at best remain
a shibboleth. India, indeed,
remains a unique case of a
country that swears by secu-
larism it refuses to define.

(The writer is a well-
known columnist, an author
and a former member of the
Rajya Sabha. The views
expressed are personal.)
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Sir —  Kudos to Glenmark Pharma, India,
and Canadian SaNOzite for developing a
nasal spray called ‘FabiSpray’ for the treat-
ment of COVID-19 in high-risk adult
patients in India. The Nitric Oxide Nasal
Spray (NONS) has antimicrobial proper-
ties designed to kill the COVID-19 virus
in the upper airways. It also prevents virus-
es from reaching the lungs. Several nasal
sprays are already in use in many coun-
tries. Antiviral nasal sprays may be a
potential option for treating COVID-19.
Experts are of the opinion that FabiSpray
is safe and well-tolerated in COVID-19
patients. Researchers say a nasal spray vac-
cine might be the most effective way to
fight the virus.

The idea is to defeat Coronavirus while
it’s still in the nose, before it has the chance
to invade the lungs or the body further.
The nasal vaccine, if proved effective, ini-
tiates antibody production from the nose,
mouth and connected airways that can
neutralise the virus before it enters the
body. One advantage is it will not require
trained personnel to administer vaccina-
tions and these vaccines may not need
refrigeration. Moreover, immunising pop-
ulations with a nasal vaccine would be
faster than using injections. Additionally,
a nasal vaccine would likely appeal more,
particularly to children, instead of shots
and would alleviate the struggle for the
components of injectable vaccines.

Dr Krishna K Vepakomma | Hyderabad 
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Sir — That the Tamil Nadu Governor has
returned the NEET Bill, which was enact-
ed based on a policy decision and which
was passed by a duly elected Government,
did not seem to go well with the princi-
ples of democracy. It is clear that the
Centre has been using Governors to
exercise control over States where the BJP
is not in power. The Tamil Nadu
Governor’s reasoning that the Bill “goes
against the interests of rural students” can-
not be accepted since NEET’s admission
data establishes that it places students from
marginalised backgrounds, first-genera-
tion learners and State board-educated stu-

dents at a significant disadvantage. 
In fact, a global research suggests that

standardised entrance tests do not make
a student with measured and quantified
pedagogics. Also, there are several surveys
that indicate that school grades are a much
better prognosticator of personality which,
in turn, determines a student’s success in
life. Colleges in many western countries
have dropped the standardised tests like
the SAT and CAT. After all, what standard-
ised tests end up measuring is social
advantage — access to coaching classes,
preparation guides, and so on.

Ranganathan Sivakumar | Chennai
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Sir — Ashish Mishra, son of Union
Minister Ajay Mishra Teni, and the
prime accused in the mowing down of
four farmers in Lakhimpur on October
3, following a protest by farmers, has been
granted bail by the Allahabad High
Court’s Lucknow Bench just as the first
phase of UP Assembly election kicks off.
Mishra was arrested on October 9 last

year by the Special Investigation Team
(SIT) that was probing the incident. An
FIR was registered against him and a few
others over the incident but the UP Police
did not move against him until the
Supreme Court decided to take up the
matter.

His arrest came a day after the apex
court expressed dissatisfaction with the
Yogi Government over the action taken
in the case. Eight people were killed on
October 3, 2021, after violence erupted
during a farmers’ protest, claiming nine
lives, ahead of a visit to Lakhimpur by UP
Deputy Chief Minister Keshav Prasad
Maurya. Four of the dead were farmers
who were mowed down by a speeding
SUV belonging to Ashish. A journalist
covering the incident was also killed. The
SIT probing the incident confirmed that
there was a planned conspiracy to 
murder the protesting farmers. 

Bhagwan Thadani |  Mumbai
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The young college-going
girls wearing black
externals and screaming
in protest at the

Mahatma Gandhi Memorial
College in Udupi district in
Karnataka on February 8 had
donned burqas and not hijabs.
Comparatively very few women
wear burqas, except in West
Asia. If it were an essential reli-
gious practice for those follow-
ing Islam, most Muslim women
in the world would be termed
non-believers, as laid down by
Prophet Mohammad. Advocate
Kamat, pleading before Justice
Krishna S Dixit, was evidently
confused. A hijab is much
briefer than a burqa and, like the
latter, is defined as a medium of
seclusion. Burqa is called a veil
of seclusion of women when
they are walking ‘abroad’, which
probably meant taking a walk in
an unfamiliar place, according
to the Dictionary of Islam
(Thomas Patrick Hughes; pub-
lished by Rupa & Co, 1999).

Be that as it may, the current
hijab controversy that has erupt-
ed from Karnataka has all the
makings of a civil confrontation.
Students in huge numbers have
taken to the streets with chants
of “Jai Shri Ram”. Police person-
nel and authorities are doing
their best to pacify them, but the
protesting students have raised
a valid point. Educational insti-
tutions in a supposedly secular
country are not places where
open display of religiosity should
be allowed. If the religious sym-
bols of one bunch of students are
to be tolerated in the name of
freedom of choice and belief,
there can be no grounds for
denying the same right to those
who demand wearing saffron
scarves or tilaks on their fore-
heads. Advocate Kamat has been
quick to jump to the defence of
the hijab-sporting crowd by say-
ing that wearing the garment is
an “essential religious practice
for those following Islam”, but
this again seeks to skirt the real
issue. First, according to the
advocate, do those Muslim
women who do not wear a hijab
automatically fall into the cate-
gory of non-followers? However,
more important is another issue.

What legal or constitution-
al right does a State that calls

SOUNDBITE
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As is customary, both Houses of
Parliament will now present,
separately their Motion of
Thanks to the President convey-

ing their deep gratitude for delivering an
address to the joint session preceding the
presentation of the Union Budget 2022-
23.  Under Article 87(1), an obligation is
cast on the President to address both
Houses assembled together and inform
them of the causes of its summons at the
commencement of the first session after
each general election to the Lok Sabha
and at the commencement of the first ses-
sion each year. Discussions take place in
both the Houses on the Motion of
Thanks moved by a member and second-
ed by another member.  The members
who table the Motion of Thanks are cho-
sen, as an established practice, by the
Prime Minister as great importance is
attached to the discussions which cover
a very wide gamut of issues confronting
the nation forming part of the Presidential
Address or which, in the view of the
Opposition, escaped inclusion.

The Presidential Address is known as
the ‘State of Union Address’, a term which
gained currency from the US Congress
where the President comes to the House
of Representatives and delivers the state
of Union Address which is an occasion
of pomp and ceremony and much more.
The US President being the fount of exec-
utive power, delivers his own address and
it was on one such occasion that President
Kennedy made a glowing reference to the
statesmanship of Nehru and how he was
inspired by his world view.  

In the USA, the practice was started
by George Washington, the first President,
discontinued by the second President
Thomas Jefferson being ‘too monarchi-
cal, and restarted by Woodrow Wilson in
1913.  In England, the Address is deliv-
ered by the Monarch and is known as the
‘Speech from the Throne’.  The speech is
prepared by the Council of Ministers and
delivered to the members of Parliament
assembled together in the House of
Lords.   In India, the practice owes its ori-
gin to the GoI Act 1919, under which, the
Governor General addressed both the
Houses of Parliament in 1921. 

The President of India, as constitu-
tional obligation, informs the members
about the various Programmes and pri-
orities of his Government in almost
hour long speech. It is rare that the
President sends back the speech to be read
by him to his Council of Ministers for
reconsideration, being a constitutional
head. However, the Address prepared by
the Government contains the current state
of affairs of the nation and gives a great
opportunity to the political parties in
Parliament to arraign the Government for
its acts of omission and commission.
Adequate time is allocated for discussion
so that all sides of the House participate
in the debate. Usually, beginning from the
First Lok Sabha till date, on an average,
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twelve hours are allocated for dis-
cussion on the Motion of Thanks.
The First Lok Sabha spent the
maximum sixteen hours and the
Tenth Lok Sabha fourteen hours.

The key speakers on the
Motion of Thanks are chosen very
advisedly by the political parties,
especially the ruling party and the
main opposition, the principal
players in the tug of war.  The dis-
cussion on the Motion this year
was initiated by Harish Dwivedi of
BJP, a second term member rep-
resenting Basti parliamentary con-
stituency, UP, which is in election
mode. His focus was on good gov-
ernance given by Yogi Government
under the leadership of the Prime
Minister.   Rahul Gandhi, the first
speaker from the opposition, made
a sharp stinging attack on the
Government. He referred to the
yawning gulf between the rich and
the poor, the creation of monop-
olies and tremendous concentra-
tion of wealth by a few, destruction
of informal sector, job losses and
joblessness, weakening of link
between the people and languages,
weakening of institutions and ero-
sion of the idea of ‘the Union of
States’, that is India. Mahua Moitra
of the Trinamool Congress was
seen at her combative best but also
criticised for imputing motive to
the Chair.  

The Prime Minister replied to
the debate for almost one hour and
half elaborating on the address of
the President and the spectacular
performance of his Government
under the trying times of the
pandemic.  He quoted Nehru to
underline the importance of

responsibilities of the citizens in a
democracy. When interrupted in
between by Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury of the Congress, the
PM at times yielded but made
light hearted banter. The PM
spoke at length demolishing the
charges hurled at his Government
and scorned at the conduct of prin-
ciple opposition. The Motion of
Thanks was discussed for over
twelve hours from February 2-7.
The tone and tenor, and the cut and
thrust of the debate were punctu-
ated by exchange of pillories and
panegyrics between the treasury
and the benches opposite. The lines
of Shakespeare flashed across the
mind, ‘Well,whiles I am a beggar,
I will rail/And say there is no sin
but to be rich;/And being rich, my
virtue then shall be/To say, there is
no vice but beggary’.  The amend-
ments were rejected by the House
and the Motion was adopted by
voice vote.

The Rajya Sabha debated the
Motion simultaneously for almost
eleven hours and the PM replied
to the debates.  There were
thought-provoking speeches in
the Rajya Sabha.  Mallikarjun
Kharge, the Leader of Opposition,
made blistering attack but created
some uneasiness within his party
speakers on the Motion as he con-
sumed their time for speaking for
an hour as against the allotted time
of half an hour.  Prof Ram Gopal
Yadav, Samajwadi Party, said he
supports the Motion as a salutary
parliamentary custom but with a
heavy heart.  He alluded to the role
of frontline workers during the
pandemic and heaped praised on

them but lamented that the
Presidential Address prepared by
the Mantri Parishad did not reflect
the true state of the republic. 

Manoj Jha of RJD underlined
the need for making the Address
non-partisan and ‘a true-blue print
of the conditions and direction of
the country’.  He recalled that Dr
Rajendra Prasad, the first President
of the republic had delivered the
first Presidential Address on
January 31, 1950.  He also men-
tioned that this is a practice
embedded in the GoI Act, 1919
and a British legacy and hinted that
only broad-minded people can
have an all-encompassing and fair
approach.  

In his speech of over one hour
and twenty-six minutes, the PM,
while explaining the policies and
priorities of his Government
touched in the Presidential
address, mounted a virulent attack
on the Congress and referred to the
dithering of Nehru in the belated
liberation of Goa.  But, ending his
speech, the PM quoted a hymn of
the Rig Veda which counsels, ‘talk
together and work together in har-
mony’.  The Congress was appar-
ently so incensed by the speech of
the PM that they staged a walk out
in protest. The Motion was carried
by voice vote and adopted without
Amendment.  And yet, the need
for ‘talking together and working
in harmony’ by the PM is enthus-
ing and imbued with hope. There
is, of course, an imperative need for
conversation between us, ‘we, the
People’, who make it ‘the Union of
States’ and a sovereign democrat-
ic republic.

(The writer is former
Additional Secretary,

Lok Sabha, and a 
member of Delhi Bar
Council. The views

expressed are personal.)

The past two years had
gripped the entire world
in the web of the mutat-

ing virus. Amidst the pandem-
ic, uncertainty became the
only certain aspect of people’s
lives. Even as the developed
world was grappling with the
challenge, India displayed
steely determination in
responding to the crisis
through its scientific excel-
lence and economic resilience
in the form of Aatmanirbharta
or self-reliance. The result of
which has been that as of
January 2022, 75 per cent of
India is fully vaccinated and
we are pegged as the fastest
growing economy in the
world. 

Yes, it can be said with
pride that when the world fal-
tered, India persevered. A big
driver of India’s unhindered

growth rally is its emphasis on
technology that it  has
deployed to sharpen gover-
nance at the grassroots. The
Digital India nudge has been
instrumental in building a
reliable, accessible, and agile
structure of direct cash trans-
fers, database creation as well
as ensuring a continuous feed-
back loop to account for the
eff icacy of Government
schemes being implemented
on the ground. So, when the
Prime Minister pushes the
button to transfer the 10th
instalment of PM-KISAN,
crediting over �20,900 crore to
more than 10.09 crore farm-
ers across India, one knows,
that it is not a gimmick. This
is the power of tech that has
been able to eliminate leakages
and middlemen while reach-
ing the beneficiary at both

scale and speed. 
The Budget 2022 further

reaffirms the trust of the gov-
ernment in the power of tech-
nology to write India’s growth
story for the next 25 years,
marking the “Amrit Kaal” or
the period in the run-up to
India completing 100 years
since Independence. This
approach toward deeper tech-
nological integration is in con-
sonance with the aspirations of

Indian youth, who see them-
selves as an integral part of a
global community, not just
adapting but driving change in
the tech space.

The announcements on
Digital Rupee using
blockchain technology as well
taxing of digital assets have
been welcomed by the tech
enthusiasts as a step forward in
addressing the rapidly chang-
ing digital space. Further, FM’s
assurance that a ‘Battery swap-
ping’ policy is on the cards has
provided a sigh of relief to the
EV sector, looking to replace
ICE as the technology for a
sustainable future. The Indian
digital ecosystem is expanding
on a massive scale. India has
the cheapest data available
and leads in data consump-
tion. Not just that, it has the
second-highest number of

internet users. Adding to that,
this year’s budget gives out the
timeline for the roll-out of 5G
technology, giving further
impetus to India’s internet
revolution emanating from
the tier-2 and tier-3 cities.
With optical fibre networks
reaching all villages by the year
2025, it is expected that any
kind of digital divide would
soon be a thing of the past.

Another promising tech-
nological integration has been
promised in the agriculture
sector with the use of ‘Kisan
drones’ for crop assessment,
digitization of land records,
and spraying of insecticides
and nutrients on fields. This
opens innumerable opportuni-
ties for both the drone indus-
try as well as the agri-tech sec-
tor, creating a mutually bene-
ficial ecosystem in terms of

expansion of the market for
technology companies and
facilitating agricultural mod-
ernization.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has been the greatest
cheerleader of the potential of
Indian youth to think big.
The prime focus of the govern-
ment’s outreach to India’s
young includes strengthening
the startup ecosystem as well
as imparting new-age skills.
Speaking of the latter, to tap
into the talent pool of India’s
animation, visual effects, gam-
ing, and comics (AVGC) sec-
tor,  Budget 2022 has
announced the setting up of a
task force to help leverage
domestic capacity and to serve
the extensive global demand.
In a world gearing up to throw
open their imagination to
‘Metaverse’, the ability of the

sector to generate jobs is
immense.

On the startup front, the
record of the Modi
Government has been excep-
tional. As per the Economic
Survey 2022, 14,000 new star-
tups were recognized in the
year 2021-22 from only 733 in
2016-17. It further states that
555 districts in India had at
least one new startup, indicat-
ing widespread and inclusive
growth of the ecosystem.
Budget 2022 gives a further
boost to entrepreneurship by
extending the tax incentives to
startups by one more year. 

With the Budget 2022
clearly laying the intent, it can
be confidently said that
‘Techade of India’ (as PM
Modi had put it) is well on its
way. The world is watching.
India must seize the day.
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(The writer is an MLA from
Delhi and former Leader 

of Opposition, Delhi. 
The views expressed 

are personal.)
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British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson said Thursday the

Ukraine crisis has grown into
"the most dangerous moment"
for Europe in decades, while his
top diplomat held icy talks with
her Moscow counterpart who
said the Kremlin won't accept
lectures from the West.

As they spoke, Russian
forces held sweeping maneu-
vers north of Ukraine in
Belarus, part of a buildup of
over 100,000 troops that has
stoked Western fears of an
invasion.

NATO also has stepped up
military deployments to bolster
its eastern flank, with the US
sending troops to Poland and
Romania. A British Royal Air
Force jet carrying 350 troops
landed Thursday in Poland in
a move that followed London
sending anti-tank missiles to
Ukraine to help boost its

defences.
"This is probably the most

dangerous moment, I would
say in the course of the next few
days, in what is the biggest
security crisis that Europe has
faced for decades, and we've got
to get it right," Johnson said at
NATO headquarters in
Brussels.

Johnson, who later arrived

in Warsaw to meet with
Poland's prime minister, said he
believes President Vladimir
Putin has not yet decided what
he might do with Ukraine, but
he added that the West must
use "sanctions and military
resolve plus diplomacy".

NATO Secretary-General
Jens Stoltenberg said he sent a
letter to Russian Foreign

Minister Sergey Lavrov repeat-
ing an invitation to a series of
talks on improving European
security.

Lavrov set a stern tone for
his talks in Moscow with UK
Foreign Secretary Liz Truss,
who again warned Russia that
attacking its neighbour would
"have massive consequences
and carry severe costs".

She urged the Kremlin to
abide by international agree-
ments that commit it to
respecting Ukraine's indepen-
dence and sovereignty.
Lavrov rejected Western wor-
ries about the Russian troop
buildup as "sheer propaganda"
and noted that Moscow won't
stand for lectures.

"Ideological approaches,
ultimatums and moralising is a
road to nowhere," he said, not-
ing that his talks with Truss
marked the first meeting of the
countries' top diplomats in
more than four years. Russia-

UK ties have been badly
strained by the 2018 poisoning
of former Russian spy Sergei
Skripal in England and other
tensions.

Russia says it has no plans
to invade Ukraine but wants the
West to keep Ukraine and other
former Soviet countries out of
NATO. It also wants NATO to
refrain from deploying weapons
there and roll back alliance
forces from Eastern Europe.
The US and NATO flatly reject
these demands.

Truss reaffirmed a call for
Moscow to pull back its troops,
while Lavrov rejected the
demand as inappropriate and
pointed to British and NATO
military buildups in Eastern
Europe.

"The demands to remove
the Russian troops from the
Russian territory cause regret,"
he said. "We don't want to
threaten anyone. It's us who are
facing threats."

Moscow:Britain's top diplo-
mat urged Russia on Thursday
to defuse tensions over Ukraine
and take the path of diploma-
cy even as thousands of Russian
troops engaged in sweeping
maneuvers in Belarus as part of
a military buildup near Ukraine
that has fueled Western fears of
an invasion.

UK Foreign Secretary Liz
Truss again warned Russia that
attacking its neighbour will
“have massive consequences
and carry severe costs,” urging
Moscow to de-escalate the ten-
sions and abide by its interna-
tional agreements that commit
it to respecting Ukraine's inde-
pendence and sovereignty.

Facing Truss across the
tabe, the grim-faced Russian
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov
set a stern tone for the talks,
emphasising that Moscow
won't accept Western lecturing.

“Ideological approaches,
ultimatums and moralising is a

road to nowhere,” Lavrov said,
noting that his talks with Truss
mark the first meeting of the
two countries' top diplomats in
more than four years.

Russia has concentrated
more than 100,000 troops near
Ukraine's border and has
launched a series of military
maneuvers in the region, but
says it has no plans to invade
its neighbour. 

It wants guarantees from
the West that NATO won't
allow Ukraine and other for-
mer Soviet nations to join as
members, that the alliance halt
weapon deployments there and
that it roll back its forces from
Eastern Europe. The US and
NATO flatly reject these
demands.

Moscow's military buildup
includes the deployment of
troops on the territory of
Russian ally Belarus for sweep-
ing joint drills, which ÿen-
tered their decisive phase

Thursday. 
The Ukrainian capital is

located just about 75 miles (47
miles) south of the border
with Belarus, and the West
feared that Russia could use
Belarusian territory to invade
Ukraine. Russia and Ukraine
have been locked in a bitter
conflict since 2014, when
Ukraine's Kremlin-friendly was
driven from office by protests,
Moscow annexed Crimea and
then backed a separatist insur-
gency in the east of the coun-
try. The fighting between
Russia-backed rebels and
Ukrainian forces has killed
over 14,000 people.

A 2015 peace deal brokered
by France and Germany helped
end full-scale hostilities, but
frequent skirmishes have con-
tinued along the tense line of
contact and efforts to negotiate
a political settlement have
stalled. 

AP
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The United States remains
focused long-term on the

Indo-Pacific region despite
concerns over Russian aggres-
sion toward the Ukraine, US
Secretary of State Antony
Blinken said on Thursday.

Blinken is in the Australian

city of Melbourne for a meet-
ing on Friday with his coun-
terparts from Australia, India
and Japan.

The four nations form the
so-called “Quad,” a bloc of
Indo-Pacific democracies that
was created to counter China's
regional influence.

“There are a few other

things going on in the world
right now, some of you may
have noticed. We have a bit of
a challenge with Ukraine and
Russian aggression. We're
working 24/7 on that ,”
Blinken said in his first pub-
lic address since arriving
in Austral ia  on 
Wednesday.

Toronto: An inhaled form of
Covid-19 vaccine developed
by scientists at McMaster
University in Canada can pro-
vide broad, long-lasting pro-
tection against the SARS-CoV-
2 variants of concern, a pre-
clinical study has found.

The research, published
recently in the journal Cell,
shows the immune mecha-
nisms and significant benefits
of vaccines being delivered
directly into the respiratory

tract, rather than by tradition-
al injection.

Because inhaled vaccines
target the lungs and upper air-
ways where respiratory virus-
es first enter the body, they are
far more effective at inducing
a protective immune response,
the researchers said.

The study, which was con-
ducted on animal models, has
provided the critical proof of
concept to enable a Phase 1
clinical trial that is currently

under way to evaluate inhaled
aerosol vaccines in healthy
adults who had already
received two doses of a 
Covid-19 mRNA 
vaccine.

The strategy was built
upon a robust tuberculosis
vaccine research programme
established by Zhou Xing, a co-
lead author of the study.

"What we have discovered
from many years' research is
that the vaccine delivered into

the lung induces all-around
protective respiratory mucosal
immunity, a property that the
injected vaccine is lacking,"
said Xing, professor at
McMaster University.

"We wanted, first and fore-
most, to design a vaccine that
would work well against any
variant," added the study's co-
lead author Matthew Miller, an
associate professor at
McMaster.

Researchers compared two

types of adenovirus platforms
for the vaccine. The aden-
oviruses serve as vectors that
can deliver vaccine directly to
the lungs without causing ill-
ness themselves.

"We can remain ahead of
the virus with our vaccine
strategy. Current vaccines are
limited because they will need
to be updated and will always
be chasing the virus," said
Miller.                              PTI
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Paris police on Thursday
banned road blockades

threatened by groups organis-
ing online against Covid-19
restrictions, in part inspired by
protesters in Canada.

Citing “risks of trouble to
public order,” the Paris police
department banned protests
aimed at “blocking the capital”

from Friday through Monday.
Police will put measures in
place to protect roads and
detain violators. 

Seoul: South Korea will begin
offering Novavax Inc's Covid-
19 vaccine at hospitals, nursing
homes and public health cen-
tres next week, officials said,
adding another tool to fight a
fast-developing omicron surge.

The country reported a
record 54,122 new coronavirus
cases on Thursday, according to
the Korea Disease Control and

Prevention Agency, a 12-fold
increase from daily levels seen
in mid-January, when omi-

cron first became the country's
dominant strain.

But officials are expressing
cautious hope that the coun-
try's high vaccination rate will
prevent an explosion in serious
illnesses and deaths. As of
Thursday, 86% of South
Koreans were fully vaccinated
and 56% had received booster
shots.

Seoul:South Korean President
Moon Jae-in, in his final
months in office, has expressed
concern over North Korea's
expanding weapons program
and the possibility it could
resume nuclear and long-range
missile tests that would revive
fears of war in the region.

Renewed tensions between
Washington and Pyongyang
have been a major setback for
Moon, a dovish liberal and son
of northern war refugees who
staked his single presidential
term on his ambitions for inter-
Korean rapprochement.

His written comments on

North Korea and other topics
were provided Thursday to
The Associated Press and other
news agencies. South Korea's
presidential election is in
March, and Moon leaves office
in May after serving a five-year
term.

He called for a summit
between North Korean leader
Kim Jong Un and President Joe
Biden to resolve deep dis-
agreements in exchanging the
release of crippling U.S.-led
sanctions against the North and
the North's disarmament 
steps.

AP

Canberra: An Australian spy
agency says it has disrupted a
foreign government's attempt
to illegally bankroll the election
of candidates who are politi-
cally sympathetic or vulnerable
to inducements.

Mike Burgess, directory-
general of the Australian
Security Intelligence
Organisation, did not identify
the country when he delivered
his annual security 
threat assessment on
Wednesday.

He also did not say
whether the targeted election

was federal or state. Australians
will vote for their national
government by May.

“This case involved a
wealthy individual who main-
tained direct and deep con-
nections with a foreign gov-
ernment and its intelligence
agencies,” Burgess 
said.

The wealthy “puppeteer”
provided an agent with hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars to
find candidates who were
either sympathetic or “vulner-
able to inducements and culti-
vation,” Burgess said. AP
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The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) on Thursday held its

key lending rates steady at
record low levels for the 10th
straight meeting to support a
durable recovery of the econ-
omy from the COVID-19 pan-
demic.

RBI Governor Shaktikanta
Das said the Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) decided to
hold the lending rate, or the
repo rate, steady at 4 per cent,
and the reverse repo, or the rate
at which it absorbs excess cash
from lenders, unchanged at
3.35 per cent.

The six-member MPC,
which has been on pause since
August 2020, voted unani-
mously to maintain the status
quo on the repo rate and by a
majority of 5-1 to retain the
accommodative policy stance
as long as necessary, he said.

"Monetary policy actions
will be calibrated and well
telegraphed," he said, indicat-
ing that there will not be any
surprises.

"Overall, taking into con-
sideration the outlook for infla-
tion and growth, in particular
the comfort provided by
improving inflation outlook,
the uncertainties related to
Omicron and global spillovers,
the MPC was of the view that
continued policy support is
warranted for a durable and
broad-based recovery," he
noted. While a status quo on
repo rate was expected, some
economists had expected a
hike in the reverse repo to re-
align it with short-term money
market rates.  

MPC continuing with the
accommodative policy stance
was one of the prime reasons
Das cited for not hiking the
reverse repo rate.

The decision comes days
after Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman proposed to up
spending to support the econ-
omy's world-beating recovery.

RBI projected a 7.8 per
cent economic growth in the
coming fiscal starting April 1,
down from 9.2 per cent expect-
ed in 2021-22, in view of

uncertainties on account of
pandemic and elevated global
commodity prices.
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Real estate developers and
consultants on Thursday

welcomed the RBI's decision to
keep policy rates unchanged,
saying the historical low inter-
est on home loans will contin-
ue to drive demand for resi-
dential properties.

They also urged prospec-
tive homebuyers to enter the
market. Housing demand
increased by around 50-70 per
cent during the last calendar
year across 7-8 major cities on
various factors such as low
interest rates on home loans,
offers-freebies by builders and
stable property prices in the last
five years.
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The Reserve Bank on
Thursday pegged the eco-

nomic growth rate for 2022-23
at 7.8 per cent, down from 9.2
per cent expected in 2021-22, in
view of uncertainties on
account of the pandemic and
elevated global commodity
prices.

The Reserve Bank's growth
projection for next financial
year is lower than 8-8.5 per cent
projected by the Finance
Ministry in the recent
Economic Survey which was
tabled in Parliament earlier in

the month.
Unveiling the bi-monthly

policy, RBI Governor
Shaktikanta Das said, "recovery
in domestic economic activity is
yet to be broad-based, as private
consumption and contact-inten-
sive services remain below pre-
pandemic levels."

He observed that the
announcements in the Union
Budget 2022-23 on boosting
public infrastructure through
enhanced capital expenditure are
expected to augment growth
and crowd in private investment
through large multiplier effects.
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Equity benchmarks defied
gravity for the third session

on the trot on Thursday after the
RBI left interest rates unchanged
but retained its accommodative
policy stance to support the
post-pandemic economic recov-
ery.

A positive trend in global
stocks also supported the domes-
tic markets,  traders said.
Overcoming a wobbly start, the
30-share BSE Sensex settled
460.06 points or 0.79 per cent
higher at 58,926.03. Likewise, the
broader  NSE Nifty jumped
142.05 points or 0.81 per cent to
end at 17,605.85. Tata Steel was
the top gainer in the Sensex pack,
spurting 2.11 per cent, followed
by Infosys, HDFC Bank, HDFC,
Kotak Bank, M&M and
PowerGrid.  Only four stocks
closed in the red -- Maruti,
Ultratech Cement, 

Nestle India and Reliance
Industries, dipping up to 1.64 per
cent. The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) on Thursday held its key
lending  rates steady at record
low levels for the 10th straight
meeting to  support a durable
recovery of the economy from
the COVID-19 pandemic.  The

RBI projected a 7.8 per cent eco-
nomic growth in the coming  fis-
cal starting April 1, down from
9.2 per cent expected in 2021-
22.
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Declining for a third day in
a row, the rupee slid by 10

paise to close at 74.94 against the
US currency on Thursday after
the Reserve Bank of India kept
key policy rates unchanged and
said it will continue with the
accommodative stance.

Market participant were
expecting the RBI to hike the
reverse repo rate to withdraw
excess liquidity and change in its
stance to 'neutral'. Experts also
dubbed the RBI's inflation esti-
mates for the current and the
next financial year as 'opti-
mistic'. At the interbank foreign
exchange, the rupee opened at
74.90 against the American dol-
lar, and later witnessed an intra-
day high of 74.88  and a low of
75.05 against the greenback.
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The Reserve Bank of India
will soon come out with the

guidelines on digital lending,
Deputy Governor M Rajeshwar
Rao said on Thursday.

In November last year, the
working group on digital lend-
ing, including lending through
online platforms and mobile
apps, had submitted their rec-
ommendations. The central
bank had sought comments on
the recommendations from the
public. The last date for which
was December 31, 2021. 

"RBI has received public
comments, and we will frame the
guidelines (on digital lending)
based on those comments. The
work is in progress, and soon it
(guidelines) will be launched,"
Rao told reporters during a call
post the announcement of mon-
etary policy. Speaking on the new
umbrella entity for retail pay-
ments system, RBI Governor
Shaktikanta Das said there has
been delay in finalising the name
of the applicants.

On August 18, 2020, the RBI
had released the framework for
authorisation of pan-India
umbrella entity for retail pay-
ments and invited applications.
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Commerce and Industry
Minister Piyush Goyal and

his Australian counterpart Dan
Tehan on Thursday held dis-
cussions on the proposed free
trade agreement (FTA) which is
aimed at promoting economic
ties between the two countries.
The Australian minister is here
to advance negotiations on the

proposed FTA, officially dubbed
the Comprehensive Economic
Cooperation Agreement
(CECA).   "Had comprehensive
talks over lunch with my good
friend & Australian Trade
Minister @DanTehanWannon
in New Delhi. We had an engag-
ing discussion on ways to further
deepen India-Australia eco-
nomic and trade ties," Goyal said
in a tweet.
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Tesla is recalling nearly
579,000 vehicles in the US

because a "Boombox" function
can play sounds over an exter-
nal speaker and obscure audi-
ble warnings for pedestrians.

The recall is the fourth
made public in the last two
weeks as US safety regulators
increase scrutiny of the nation's
largest electric vehicle maker. 

In two of the recalls, Tesla
made decisions that violate fed-
eral motor vehicle safety stan-
dards, while the others are soft-
ware errors. The National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration says on its web-
site Thursday that the cars and
SUVs have what Tesla calls a
"Boombox" function that allows
drivers to play sounds while the
vehicles are moving. 
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Days after the government
said the Reserve Bank will

introduce a digital currency in
2022-23, Governor Shaktikanta
Das on Thursday said the cen-
tral bank does not want to rush
and is carefully examining all
aspects before introduction of
the Central Bank Digital
Currency (CBDC).

He, however, declined to
give any timeline for the launch
of the CBDC. In her Budget
2022-23 speech, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
had announced that the RBI
will introduce a digital cur-
rency in the next financial
year beginning April 2022 to
boost the digital economy and
for more efficient currency
management.
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It is important to fuel your body
with nutritious foods when you

work out regularly, as exercises
need a lot of energy. Pre-workout
meals create a great impact on our
bodies. Especially when it comes
to keeping you focused and ener-
gised during and after the work-
out and also helping in building
and maintaining muscles and
faster recovery.

Let us take a look at some of
the best pre-workout food options
to boost you through your work-
out session:

Black coffee
As black coffee contains caf-

feine that has awakening ele-
ments, it is known to enhance and
prolong exercise performance. It
also helps to enhance a person's
physical performance. Also, boosts
cognitive function and potential-
ly increases the amount of fat
burned.

When: 45-60 minutes before
a workout

Quantity: 200-300 mg

Peanut butter
As it contains around 30

essential minerals and vitamins,
peanut butter is a great source of
protein. It can boost your exercise
performance significantly. You
can take it as is or with a slice of
bread to make it a combination of
carbs and protein at once.

When: 10-20 minutes before
hitting the gym

Quantity: A spoonful

Oat meal
It is protein-packed, full of

fibre, and low on fat food for sus-
tained release of energy for a short
or even a lengthy workout. Oat
meal is considered very nutritious
and filling, so it also helps in
weight loss.

When: One to two hours
before a workout

Quantity: Half-one cup to eat
or as a smoothie

Protein shake
It is incredibly helpful if you

are looking to increase muscle
mass. Protein shake also helps in
reducing muscle damage and
thus aiding recovery.

When: Between 30 minutes
and two hours before a  workout

Quantity: 25-35 gm

Yoghurt
It is one of the best go-to pre-

workout food preferably taken
unsweetened as it is a great com-
bination of carbohydrates and
protein. For better results, combine
yoghurt with fresh fruits.    

When: Between 30 minutes
and one hour before a workout

Quantity: two-three spoonfuls

Brown rice and chicken
This one is a classic pre-

workout meal. Before a workout,
carbohydrates, protein, and fats are
needed. Brown rice and chicken
combined with some veggies ful-
fil this nutrition for your body.
Along with that, it's also rich in
amino acids that are proven to
promote muscle growth and are a

source of slow-releasing energy.
When: Two hours before the

workout
Quantity: 200-300 gm

Banana 
Banana contains important

nutrients such as potassium and
carbohydrates that add up to
exercise performance significant-
ly. Bananas are a good choice for
pre-workout as they provide the
body with long-lasting energy
without weighing it down or caus-
ing an upset stomach.

When: 15-20 minutes before
a workout

Quantity: One or two

Glucon-D
Glucon-D provides some of

the very essential monosaccha-
rides that are instant energy gen-
erators. It helps the human body
to increase the blood sugar level
which gets depleted with time as
you invest energy into work.

When: 10-15 minutes before
workout or even during the work-
out for instant energy.

Quantity: Two teaspoons in
100-200 ml water 

When should you avoid
food?

For physical activities like
Yoga, it is important to stay empty
stomach. Saucha, cleanliness of
body, surroundings, and mind
helps in a better workout.

Food for an evening workout
People who prefer evening

workouts should have high carb
meals for breakfast and lunch as
these replenishes glycogen storage.
They should avoid caffeine
because this will cause disturbance
in the sleep cycle and a good
night's sleep is very important for
muscle growth and recovery.

These pre-workout meals are
very efficient in providing the
required nutrition for muscle
growth and recovery.

Although, one should always
consult their fitness expert to
design their diet chart including
pre and post-workout meals as
well as whole-day calorie intakes
according to their body type and
workout levels.

(The author is the MD,
Anytime Fitness India)

Oats, a well-known whole grain,
have been gaining popularity
and acceptance in our diets for

quite some time. Being gluten-free and
a rich source of vitamins, minerals,
fibre and antioxidants, they are loaded
with health benefits. Oats are well-suit-
ed for weight loss, controlling blood
sugar levels and reducing the risk of
heart disease. The key compound in
oats is beta-glucan, a soluble fibre. It
is known to control cholesterol levels,
provides an increased feeling of fullness
after eating and promotes the growth
of healthy bacteria in the gut, thereby
improving gut health. 

Oats were introduced over 10,000
years ago in the ancient Greek world
and were commonly eaten as porridge
while also fed to livestock. As the
human race progressed, so did Oats.
Today, Oats are eaten in many differ-
ent ways. Therefore, while consuming
oats, we need to be aware of the vari-
ous forms of oat grains, where each
form is processed differently and is
hence consumed differently. In order
of least processed to the most
processed; the types of oats include oat
groats, steel-cut oats, rolled oats and
instant oats. 

Oat groats: This is the least
processed form of oats available for
human consumption. The inedible

portions from the oat kernels are
removed, the grain is then cleaned and
heat-treated to increase shelf life. Since
this form of oats is closest to the whole
grain, it takes a longer time to cook
(around 30-45 minutes) with soaking
required prior to cooking.

Steel-cut oats: Each oat groat is cut
into two-three pieces, generally using
steel blades, to get steel-cut oats. Steel-
cut oats take less time to cook than oat
groats — approximately 20 minutes.
Steel-cut oats are coarse, chewy and
have a nutty flavour.

Rolled oats: Also known as old-
fashioned oats, rolled oats are basical-
ly oat groats that are lightly steamed
and then rolled, flattened and dried to
give them that particular shape and tex-
ture. Rolled oats have a softer texture
and milder flavour when compared to
steel-cut oats and cooking time is
reduced considerably to around 10-15
minutes. 

Instant/quick-cooking oats: Oat
groats are steamed for a longer time
and flattened even thinner as compared
to rolled oats, to make instant oats.
Instant oats cook within a few minutes
(approximately one-three minutes), to
give a mushy texture. 

It is important to remember oat
groats and steel-cut oats have slightly
higher levels of fibre and longer diges-

tion times as compared to rolled and
instant oats. 

Choosing the right kind of oats:
Before you purchase oats, please

make sure of the points below:
Do you have a certain health con-

dition, which requires you to consume
grains of specific cooking time/diges-
tion time?

Do you have a certain recipe in
mind that would need oats of a certain
taste and texture? For example,
overnight oats are best made with
rolled oats; while instant oats may be
tasty for an oats soup. 

Are you experimenting with oats
in your diet for the first time? If yes,
then be sure of how to cook any oat
type that you purchase. 

Additionally, make sure that the
oats you purchase have no added
refined sugar, artificial ingredients or
preservatives, and is certified clean
label. During the processing of oats,
there is a possibility of oats dust gen-
eration. So, make sure you do not make
a purchase compromise or you may

end up buying more dust than grains.
Some brands do ensure zero dust by
cleaning and following a certain
process so that you end up with grains
in the package, rather than dust. 

Suggestions to cook oats:
Oats can be cooked according to

the package instructions, or with
added protein, (milk, yoghurt or a sup-
plement) and some healthy fat (nut
butter or nuts and seeds) along with
some fresh, seasonal fruit. You could
also start consuming Chocolate
Granola with 100% Dark Chocolate to
get some added taste and variety since
Rolled Oats are a crucial ingredient in
granola. To ensure you are eating the
best, look for brands that are Clean
Label and Wholegrain Certified. This
assures you that the processes their
products go through are top-notch. 

If you love traditional Indian food,
do explore the peppery Oats Pongal,
a warm bowl of Oats Kanji, or a tasty
Oats Poha. If you wish to add oats to
your favourite dishes, you could add
some well-cooked oat groats/steel-
cut oats to your bowl of soup or khich-
di- for added fibre; or grind the
rolled/instant oats to a fine powder and
make delicious pancakes, dosas or
chillas; also, you can use rolled oats
(whole or powdered form) for baking
cookies and cakes. 

Summing up, it matters to pur-
chase oats that are certified clean-label,
true and healthy; and cooking them the
right way is a good start. Healthy can
be tasty too!.

(The author is the lead, new
product development, True Elements.)
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DOUBLETREE BY HILTON GURUGRAM 
BAANI SQUARE 
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The Netherlands women's
hockey team has decided not

to travel to India for their
upcoming double-header in FIH
Pro League against the Indian
women's team at Bhubaneswar,
Odisha, on February 19 and 20.

The Netherlands team has
cited negative inter-continental
travel advice received from
KNHB (Royal Dutch Hockey

Association) Medical
Committee and the NOC med-
ical staff for their decision to
cancel their travel to India for
the matches, the Hockey India
has informed in a release on
Thursday. Hockey India has
expressed surprise and disap-
pointment over the Netherland
women's team, the reigning
World and Olympic champions,
cancelling their travel plans.
Commenting on the

Netherlands' decision, Hockey
India President Gyanendro
Ningombam said, "Hockey India
is quite surprised by the
Netherlands' decision to cancel
their trip to India for the dou-
bleheader FIH Women's Hockey
Pro League which was sched-
uled for 19th and 20th February
in Bhubaneswar owing to the
negative medical report given by
the KNHB medical committee."

"With Covid positivity rate

in India falling to less than five
per cent, we were confident of
successfully hosting the match-
es in a secure bio bubble simi-
lar to that of the FIH Hockey
Men's Junior World Cup held at
the same venue just three
months ago where 16 teams par-
ticipated," he added. Hockey
India is currently in contact with
FIH regarding the implications
of the decision of the
Netherlands.
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Achance to close the gap on leaders
Hyderabad FC will motivate

Bengaluru FC when two teams lock
horns in an 2021-22 Indian Super
League match at the Athletic Stadium,
here on Friday.

Bengaluru are on a nine-game
unbeaten run, having turned around a
poor start to the season in some style to
remain in third place having 23 points
from 15 matches. A win against leaders
Hyderabad will see them go level on
points with their southern rivals, and that
should keep Marco Pezzaiuoli's charges
on their toes. Hyderabad failed to con-
solidate their lead at the top after a nar-
row defeat to ATK Mohun Bagan, leav-
ing Kerala Blasters FC with a golden
opportunity to reclaim pole position as
they have two games in hand as com-
pared to Hyderabad and Bengaluru.
Kerala are placed second with 23 points
from 13 outings. "We're looking at our-
selves, because we're unbeaten in nine
games. We've won our last few games,
and we're in a better condition after quar-
antine. We got ten points from the last
four games, which has been a good
return," said Bengaluru FC head coach
Pezzaouli. "They lost their last game,
which is an important point, because it
helps us spot some weaknesses. We need
to be very compact. They are a very good
team in transition, fast players in the
offensive areas and Ogbeche is the man
in the box, so we need to avoid counters,"
he said about Hyderabad.

The sub-plot to the encounter is also
Bartholomew Ogbeche and Sunil
Chhetri facing off. The two joint-high-
est goal scorers in ISL history will clash
against each other as they battle to
become the first player to reach the 50-
goal milestone in the competition. Both
Chhetri and Ogbeche have scored 49
goals in the competition. Chhetri has
scored 49 goals in 109 matches while
Ogbeche has scored 49 goals in 71
matches. The game will also be a battle
of some of the best-attacking fullbacks
this season. Roshan Singh Naorem and
Akash Mishra have been a revelation in
attack this season. Cumulatively, they
have been involved in 12 goals for their
teams this season. Roshan has seven-goal
contributions (1 goal plus 6 assists) in his
13 matches while Akash has five goal
contributions in 15 matches this season
(2 goals plus 3 assists). No defenders have
been involved in more goals in ISL 21-
22 than these two.
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World No. 1 and five-time
Indian Wells champion
Novak Djokovic along

with the 2022 Australian Open
champions Spain's Rafael Nadal
and Australian Ashleigh Barty are
included in the BNP Paribas Open
tournament entry list. The event will
be held from March 7-20 at the
Indian Wells Tennis Garden in
California, United States.

However, the organisers empha-
sised that the vaccinations will be
required for the event, but made it
clear that players' rules and proto-
cols will be decided by the ATP in
accordance with US Government
restrictions.

"To facilitate the implementation
of the venue's mandatory vaccina-
tion policy ahead of the 2022 tour-
nament, the guidelines for the play-
ers are governed by the protocols
established by their respective gov-
erning bodies, the WTA and ATP, as
well as any restrictions established
by the United States of America in
regard to the vaccination status of
international travellers entering the
country," the organisers said in a
statement.

Djokovic failed to participate in

the Australian Open 2022 as he was
deported by the Australian govern-
ment last month for not disclosing
his Covid-19 vaccination status.

On the men's side, three-time
champion Nadal (2007, 2009, 2013)
will compete at the Indian Wells
Tennis Garden for the first time
since March 2019, as he was unable
to participate in the 2021 tourna-
ment due to a foot injury. A power-
packed lineup of ATP Top-10 play-
ers will join Nadal is looking to put
together a breakthrough perfor-
mance in Tennis Paradise.

The 2021 US Open champion
and 2022 Australian Open finalist

Daniil Medvedev (World No. 2),
2021 ATP Finals winner Alexander
Zverev (World No. 3), and 2021
French Open finalist Stefanos
Tsitsipas (World No. 4) will each be
in search of their maiden title in the
desert. Reigning BNP Paribas Open
champion Cameron Norrie (World
No. 13) will look to replicate his
extraordinary 2021 title run, in
which he won his first Masters
1000 crown.

On the women's side, Barty, the
WTA World No. 1, will seek her first
title in the desert after sitting out the
tournament's 2021 edition in
October.

Along with Barty, the 2021 BNP
Paribas Open champion Paula
Badosa (World No. 5) will attempt
to continue her climb up the WTA
rankings as she returns to the event
just five months after her stunning
championship performance in
October.

Joining her in the women's
draw will be a trio of top-ranked
contenders in search of their first-
career Indian Wells singles victory:
2021 Madrid Open champion Aryna
Sabalenka (World No. 2), 2021
French Open champion Barbora
Krejcikova (World No. 3) and World
No. 4 Karolina Pliskova.
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India's singles challenge ended at the
Bengaluru Open with the second round defeat

of Prajnesh Gunneswaran against top seed Jiri
Vesely, here on Thursday.

Prajnesh won the first set but eventually
made exit with a 6-3 2-6 1-6 defeat that sent the
Czech into the quarterfinals, where he will meet
sixth seed Frenchman Enzo Couacaud who
quelled the challenge of Max Purcell 6-4 3-6 6-
2. 

"I think I went wrong somewhere at the end
of the second set as I committed too many mis-
takes which could have been avoided," Prajnesh
said after the match.

The 28-year-old Vesley said, "I just want-
ed to be myself and play my natural game.
Although his confidence was high after the first
set, I don't know what happened to him, his
game just dropped." 

Meanwhile, three Indian pairs bowed out
of the doubles event with only the third seed-
ed team of Saketh Myneni and Ramkumar
Ramanathan advancing to the semifinals after
getting a walkover from their opponents Steven
Diez of Canada and Malek Jaziri of Tunisia.

In the other singles pre-quarterfinals, Cem
Ilkel of Turkey made a superb comeback to
down the big-serving Russian Evgeny Donskov
2-6 6-3 7-5 to set up a last eight showdown with
Alexandre Muller of France, a 7-6 (4) 6-4 win-
ner over Bulgarian Dimitar Kuzmanov in a
match that lasted for three hours.
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The Sports Authority of India has estab-
lished a para centre under its National

Centre of Excellence Scheme at SAI region-
al centre in Gandhinagar, Sports Minister
Anurag Thakur said in the Parliament on
Thursday.

Under the 'promotion of sports among
persons with disabilities' vertical of the Khelo
India scheme, financial assistance is provid-
ed to support district and state level games
to the concerned national sports federations,
namely, Special Olympic Bharat, All India
Sports Council of Deaf and Paralympics
Committee of India.  Further, under the 'tal-
ent search and development' vertical of the
Khelo India Scheme, 29 para-athletes have
been identified in four para-sports disci-
plines and are being provided with out of
pocket allowance of Rs 10,000 per month.

In addition, the nodal body has also
established a para centre at SAI's regional
centre in Gandhinagar. The centre is oper-
ational in the disciplines of athletics, swim-
ming, powerlifting and table tennis. 

The selected athletes are provided sup-
port in the form of expert coaches, sports
equipment, boarding and lodging, sports kit,
competition exposure, educational expens-

es, medical/insurance and stipend as per the
approved scheme norms. 

Most of the other centres of SAI have
also been made disabled friendly.

This ministry implements the Khelo
India Scheme with the twin objectives of

mass participation and promotion of excel-
lence in sports under which various pro-
grammes have been launched under the dif-
ferent Khelo India verticals to realise the
objective of broad-basing and promoting the
culture of sports. 
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Alook at what's happening in
European soccer on

Thursday:

ENGLAND
Liverpool will look to trim

the deficit to leader Manchester
City back down to nine points
with a home win over Leicester
in the Premier League. And
Mohamed Salah is back to help
the Reds after returning from
the African Cup of Nations,
where he lost in the final to
Senegal on penalties. 

Salah might start on the
bench at Anfield as Jurgen
Klopp looks to ease his star play-
er back in, but Sadio Mane —
the scorer of the clinching
penalty in the African Cup final
— won't be involved at all. 

Leicester is looking to
bounce back from beating hum-
bled by second-tier Nottingham
Forest in the FA Cup on Sunday.
In the other game, Arsenal can
climb to fifth by winning away
at Wolverhampton.

SPAIN
Athletic Bilbao hosts

Valencia in the first leg of the
Copa del Rey semifinals, with
the Basque Country team trying
to reach its third straight final.

It lost to Basque rival Sociedad
in 2020 and to Barcelona last
season. 

This year it eliminated the
Catalan club in the round of 16
and Real Madrid in the quarter-
finals. Valencia, an eight-time
Copa winner, is back in the last
four after winning its last title in
2019. Real Betis and Rayo
Vallecano are playing in the
other semifinal.

FRANCE
Nantes was once a power-

house in French soccer and
celebrated winning its third

French Cup in 2000 and its
eighth league title the following
year. 

The club's all-yellow strip
was one of the most recognized
in French soccer, much like the
green of Saint-Etienne. But Les
Canaris (The Canaries) have
won nothing since 2001. 

Now a place in the semifi-
nals of the French Cup beckons
if coach Antoine Kombouare's
side can beat second-tier Bastia
at home. Kombouare is a former
Nantes defender and has
brought much-needed stability
back to the club.
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Nathan Chen soared effort-
lessly and nearly perfectly

five times during his “Rocketman”
performance.

When his skates touched
down for the final time in a his-
toric arena in Beijing, he was an
Olympic gold medalist.

Up at Genting Snow Park,
Chloe Kim nailed all five jumps on
her first run through the Secret
Garden Olympic halfpipe, enough
for her to easily defend her
Olympic title on Thursday.

It was the United States' best
day yet at the Beijing Games. The
United States also won gold in the
Olympics' first mixed team aeri-
als event, giving it a total of four
gold medals and 10 overall.

Chen, whose parents immi-
grated from China, had a memo-
rable free skate to finally put
behind him the immense disap-
pointment from four years ago,

when a nightmarish short pro-
gram in South Korea dashed his
medal hopes.

Skating his “Rocketman” pro-
gram set to the film score by Elton
John, the 22-year-old Chen land-
ed all five of his quads to leave no
question he was the best in the
world. He finished with 332.60
points, three off his own world
record and 22 ahead of silver
medalist Yuma Kagiyama of Japan.
Shoma Uno of Japan took bronze.

“It means the world. I'm just
so happy,” said Chen, who was
relaxed and expressive throughout
his routine.

Chen, who is from Salt Lake
City, took off with an opening
quad salchow. He effortlessly land-
ed four more quads. He had a
slight bobble on a late combina-
tion sequence.

When his scores were read,
coach Rafael Arutyunyan raised
Chen's left arm like a champi-
onship boxer.
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Casper Ruud made a successful
return to action at Argentina

Open following an ankle injury
that forced his late withdrawal
from the Australian Open. Playing
his first match since the ATP Cup,
the 23-year-old Norwegian defeat-
ed Roberto Carballes Baena, 7-6(2),
6-3, on Wednesday.

Ruud won his first ATP title as
the eighth seed at the 2020
Argentina Open and enters this
year as the World No. 8. The top
seed extended his perfect record to
6-0 at the event with the win over
Carballes Baena.

"It was a good start. First time
playing on clay in six months, so
everything is a bit new again," he
said post-match. "Of course, I pre-
fer to play on clay, but it takes some
time to get used to the court and
playing points."

Now with six ATP titles to his
name, including five in 2021, Ruud
is attempting to back up his maid-
en trophy. (He did not play the
2021 Buenos Aires event, won by
Diego Schwartzman, the second
seed this year.)

"I feel, obviously, very good in
Buenos Aires. I was a bit nervous
coming back because it's the first
time I have to defend a title," he
said, before thanking the fans for
their support.

"Everything is a bit different
since two years ago. When I won

here it was a surprise. I was young."
Ruud will face Federico Coria

in the quarter-finals, after the
Argentine scored a comeback 4-6,
7-5, 6-4 victory over fifth seed
Dusan Lajovic. Coria trailed 3-5 in
the second set, but stormed back
to win the final four games of the
set in front of his home fans.

In the decisive set, he used a
run of 12 straight points to turn a
0-1 hole into a 3-1 lead from which
he never looked back. The match
featured nine breaks of serve, with
five for Coria.

Spain's former world No. 7
Fernando Verdasco came back for
a set down to beat Brazilian Thiago
Monteiro in the round of 16 on
Wednesday. Verdasco, 38, pre-
vailed 2-6, 6-3, 7-5 in two hours
and 17 minutes on the outdoor clay
of the Argentine Lawn Tennis
Club. His next match will be a
quarter-final on Friday against
Italian Lorenzo Sonego, who
defeated local favourite Sebastian
Baez 6-3, 6-3 earlier on Wednesday.

The unseeded Spaniard will
next face third seed Lorenzo
Sonego, who was a 6-3, 6-3 winner
over Argentina's Sebastian Baez in
Wednesday's nightcap.

The World No. 22 Italian stead-
ied himself after a wild start to the
match that featured four straight
breaks of serve. From 2-2, Sonego
would not be broken again, though
he saved seven breakpoints in the
second set-including two as he
served out the match.

NOVAK DJOKOVIC NAMED IN THE INDIAN WELLS OPEN
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The returning Shikhar Dhawan
will add more firepower to a
ruthless India, who are faced

with the problem of plenty, as they
eye a clean sweep of West Indies in
an inconsequential third ODI here
on Friday.

Hosts India head into the final
match of the series after having
ticked almost all the boxes in the first
two games, which they won com-
fortably.

Senior opener Dhawan was
among the four players, including a
reserve bowler, who had tested pos-
itive for COVID-19 just four days
ahead of the start of the ODI leg. 

But now that the southpaw is
back, the Indian team could be
forced to make few changes to its
winning combination.

In his absence, the team man-
agement opened with Ishan Kishan
in the first game and the flamboy-
ant Rishabh Pant in the second.

After his side's 44-run win in the
second game on Wednesday, India
skipper Rohit Sharma made it clear
that Dhawan will be back for the last
match of the ODI series.

"We will get Shikhar back for
next game, and he needs some
game time. It is not always the
results. We wanted to try it one
game," Rohit had said.

This means that vice-captain KL
Rahul would continue to bat in the
middle-order along with former
skipper Virat Kohli, whose search for
his 71st international hundred con-

tinues.
The hosts, who were restricted

to 237 for nine in the second game,
would be keen to post a big score if
they again bat first.

Skipper Rohit failed in the last
game but it is common knowledge
that he can take on any attack on his
day, and so is the case with Dhawan.

Pant will go back to the middle-

order alongside Suryakumar Yadav,
who is likely to retain his place after
emerging as the team's highest scor-
er in the second match following a
top-order collapse.

In all probability, all-rounder
Deepak Hooda would have to make
way for Dhawan in the playing XI.

All the middle-order batters —
be it Pant, Suryakumar, Kohli or KL
— would be keen to get some more
runs under their belt and end the
ODI leg on a high.

It remains to be seen whether
Shreyas Iyer, if available for selection,
can make the playing XI or not.

The Indian bowlers dished out
a clinical show in the two preceding
matches, dismissing their oppo-
nents for 176 and 193, respectively.

And with the series sealed, the
Indian team management can afford
to make few changes and give
opportunities to new players.

So, either left-arm orthodox
spinner Kuldeep Yadav, who is mak-
ing a comeback after recovering
from an injury, or young leg-spin-
ner Ravi Bishnoi could get a look-
in. This means that either Yuzvendra
Chahal or Washington Sundar could
be rested to make way for one of
their teammates.

Also, Madhya Pradesh pacer
Avesh Khan has been waiting in the
wings, and the team management
might also give him a game.

With pacer Prasidh Krishna
taking four wickets in an excellent
second game and Shardul Thakur
also among the wickets, it is highly
unlikely that the duo would be
dropped. So if Avesh is included,
probably Mohammed Siraj would
have to make way.

Meanwhile, the West Indies,
who have already conceded the
series, would be looking to put up an
improvised show with the bat and
regain some lost ground.

The second ODI was the 11th
time in the last 17 games that the
West Indies have failed to bat their
quota of 50 overs.

Their batters, including skipper
Kieron Pollard and senior all-
rounder Jason Holder, must put a
prize on their wickets.

Apart from the duo of Pollard
and Holder, the likes of Shai Hope,
Brandon King and the swashbuck-
ling Nicolas Pooran, would also be
looking to dig deep and get some
runs under their belt.

On the bowling front, West
Indies did well to restrict India in the
second ODI and would want to con-
tinue from where they left.

Pacers Kemar Roach, Alzarri
Joseph and Odean Smith hit the
right length, but the role of spinners
Fabian Allen and Akeal Hosein is
also crucial from the visitors' point
of view.
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Australia has made two changes to the team which
claimed its first Twenty20 World Cup in the

United Arab Emirates in November for the first
match of a five-game T20 series against Sri Lanka.

With David Warner rested, the top run-scorer
in the domestic T20 competition, Ben McDermott,
will open the batting with captain Aaron Finch for
Friday's match at the Sydney Cricket Ground.

Josh Inglis comes in for Mitch Marsh and will
play solely as a batsman while Matthew Wade is the
wicketkeeper.

Finch on Thursday endorsed Andrew McDonald
as Justin Langer's permanent replacement and
echoed the comments of his test counterpart Pat
Cummins by saying the next coach must be “more
collaborative."

McDonald, who has acted as an assistant to
Langer since 2019, has the chance to audition for a
permanent stay after being installed as interim head
coach. Finch indicated that McDonald was the right
fit for a permanent position beyond the Sri Lanka
series. “That (the appointment of the next coach)

is not my decision to make,” Finch said.
“I've worked with him and we played together

for a long time. He's very good at his job, but like
everything that's gone before us, the players don't
make those decisions."

The teams will play the second match at the SCG
on Sunday, followed by the third game next Tuesday
at Canberra's Manuka Oval. The final two games are
set for the Melbourne Cricket Ground on Feb. 18
and 20.
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He was a central figure in India's epic turn-
around during the 2020-21 tour of Australia

but stand-in captain of that series Ajinkya Rahane
says "someone else took the credit" for decisions
he made to resurrect the team after the nightmar-
ish 36 all out in the Adelaide Test.

As regular captain Virat Kohli flew out of
Australia, leaving in his wake the disappointment
of the humiliating loss in the opener at Adelaide,
Rahane took over the reins in the most difficult

of circumstances.
What followed was one of the most incredi-

ble turnarounds seen in Test history as India
rebounded to win the second match at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground by eight wickets, with
Rahane leading the fight-back with a magnificent
hundred.

"I know what I've done there. I don't need to
tell anyone. That's not my nature to go and take
credit. Yes, there were some things that I took the
decisions on the field or in the dressing room but
someone else took the credit for it," Rahane said

in an episode of 'Backstage With Boria'.
"(What was) important for me was that we

won the series. That was a historical series and for
me, that was really special."

Rahane did not take any names but his com-
ments could well be a veiled attack on the then head
coach Ravi Shastri, who was widely acclaimed for
the team's performance and dominated the media
space for being the architect of the turnaround
given that the dressing room resembled a hospi-
tal ward at one point.

In fact, Shastri became the voice of the team
after those brilliant victories.

Rahane earned plaudits from the cricket fra-
ternity for the manner in which he led the heav-
ily depleted team in one of the most difficult sit-
uations, not just at the MCG but through the
remainder of the four-match series.

India missed three front-line players at MCG,
and continued to lose key players through the series
to injuries but still emerged triumphant at the end
of it all.

"After that, the reactions from people or those
who took credit or what was said on the media, 'I
did this' or 'This was my decision', or 'This was my
call', it was for them to talk about," Rahane said.

"From my end, I knew what decisions I took
on the field and what decisions I took on my
instincts.
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The sports ministry's corruption preven-
tion unit has initiated an investigation

into an alleged attempt to fix matches at the
recently concluded Lanka Premier League
(LPL).

Jagath Fonseka, the head of the unit,
said a leading national batter has lodged a
complaint with them after he was
approached for corruption. 

"He told us that he had been approached
by a rich gem businessman's son and a
friend of the same man to do so. We have
concluded our and forwarded the papers for
the Attorney General," Fonseka told
reporters.

The Prevention of Offences Relating to
the Sports Act, made a law in 2019, provid-
ed for the prevention of match fixing, cor-
ruption, illegal manipulation and illegal bet-
ting in sports and for the appointment of
a Special Investigations Unit for investiga-
tion of offences.
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India's dashing keeper-batter
Rishabh Pant won top 'Test bat-

ting' prize for his series-winning
knock of 89 against Australia in
Brisbane last year while New
Zealand skipper Kane Williamson
was adjudged  'Captain of the
Year' at the 15th Annual
ESPNcricinfo awards.

The Test bowling award went
to Kyle Jamieson for his 5 for 31,
which helped New Zealand
become the first World Test cham-
pions. Pant steered India to an
unlikely victory in the dying
moments of play in the final Test,
taking them to a 2-1 series win. Few
would have predicted India to
emerge victorious as they went into
the match with a third-string side
in the wake of numerous injuries
to their first-choice players.

Williamson, who was up
against Virat Kohli, Babar Azam
and Aaron Finch for the award,
won it for leading his side to the

World Test Championship win
and a runners-up place at the T20
World Cup. England fast bowler
Ollie Robinson was named
Debutant of the Year for his 37
wickets at 21.16 in eight Tests,
which made him England's second
highest wicket-taker in Tests in
2021. While England men's side
had a largely forgettable year, they
still managed to grab three awards. 

Saqib Mahmood's 4 for 42 in
a nine-wicket win over Pakistan got

him the top ODI bowling prize. Jos
Buttler won the T20I batting award
for his unbeaten 101 off 67 balls on
a challenging surface in Sharjah
against Sri Lanka at the T20 World
Cup. The ODI batting and T20I
bowling awards went to Pakistan.
Fakhar Zaman won the top batting
prize for his 155-ball 193 against
South Africa at the Wanderers, the
highest score in an ODI chase and
the second highest ever in a los-
ing cause. 
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Yash Dhull has lost count of
the number of flights he

has taken in the past 48 hours.
He had spent the previous

day in Ahmedabad where the
entire team was felicitated
following a tiring journey in
which the squad had to take
as many as four flights to
reach India from the
Caribbean. 

Having lived out of suit-
case for the past two months,
which could potentially be
life-changing, when Dhull
finally met his parents, it was
just a mere 30 minutes of
reunion for the sleep-deprived
captain of the World Cup
winning India U-19 team.

Dhull arrived in Delhi
early morning and went
straight to his alma mater Bal
Bhavan in West Delhi to meet
the people who played a big
role in him becoming the
cricketer he has become. 

Two hours later, he had a

flight to catch and next desti-
nation was Guwahati, where
he is set to make his Ranji
debut for Delhi next week. So
between the school visit and
ride back to the airport, Dhull
got just enough time to go
home for a shower.

He has no time to rest as
the real journey into the men's
world started with the flight
that he took to Guwahati to
join the Delhi Ranji Trophy
squad.   

Having hardly slept since
lifting that trophy in Antigua
last week, Dhull has no com-
plaints though. He knows it is
only the start of his life as a
professional cricketer. 

"I have hardly slept the
last few days but it is not
something I can complain
about. 

What I have done till
now is done, I need to focus
on what lies in the immedi-
ate future," Dhull told PTI
referring to his Ranji Trophy
call-up.    

Most of the World Cup
winning squad members
won't go on and play for
India but Dhull showed in the
Caribbean that he could move
up the ladder and play at the
highest level. He has set him-
self an 18-month target to play
for India.

"That is my target but If I
am not able to do that in the
18 month time frame, I will
keep working hard till I attain
my goal," said the soft-spoken
cricketer. 

The 19-year-old is third
captain from Delhi to win the
title after Virat Kohli and
Unmukt Chand, who both
had contrasting career graphs
post their exploits in the U-19
Word Cup.  

He is inspired by Kohli
and his achievements but
there is also the story of
Chand, who succumbed to
pressure of expectations he set
with his performance in the
2012 edition.

Does Dhull have fear of

failure after a high he just
experienced in the Caribbean? 

"The names you have

taken (Kohli and Chand), I
am not thinking on those
lines. I want to remain hum-

ble and not think about the
future too much. 

"Virat bhai shared his

experience with me on what
happened with him post the
U19 World Cup (in 2008). 

"I got to know a lot from
approaching my career from
here on,  the chat with him
has helped me understand
things I need to focus on
going forward and things I
need to avoid," he said refer-
ring to the conversation with
Kohli on the eve of the World
Cup final on Saturday.

Kohli had already played
first-class cricket before he
captained India to the World
Cup title 14 years ago but
Dhull has not even played red
ball cricket at U-19 level as he
was selected for the white ball
assignments. 

The switch from U-19 to
first-class is a big one but
Dhull believes it is some-
thing he can handle.

"I will have to change my
mindset for the red ball game,
preparation will be different.
I don't think it will be a lot
different and tougher than

white ball. The red ball does
a bit early on but and if you
can see that initial period bat-
ting becomes easier.

"It is all about the mind-
set from here on. Physically
how fit you are. It is not one
specific area, I will have to
work on all my shots to
become a better player," said
Dhull when asked about areas
of improvement. 

The skipper impressed
many with his range of
strokes, strike rotation and
the tempo of his innings in
the Caribbean where he over-
came COVID-19 to take his
team past the finishing line.   

The highlight of his cam-
paign was the hundred
against Australia in the semi-
final when he produced a
sublime knock under pres-
sure. 

He had just about man-
aged to play the quarters after
missing two league games
along with his deputy Shaik
Rasheed due to the infection. 
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Rajasthan Royals skipper Sanju
Samson believes that the

upcoming IPL 2022 mega auction
is vastly important for them in
order to build a base for the team
for the next five to six years.

The Jaipur-based franchise,
who won the inaugural edition of
the league in 2008, head into the
two-day auction in Bengaluru
scheduled for February 12 and 13
with INR 62 crore in their purse.
Rajasthan had retained Samson,
young India opener Yashasvi
Jaiswal and England wicketkeeper
batter Jos Buttler in November last
year.

"This auction is really impor-
tant because we know we could
very well be preparing our base for
the next 5-6 years. So, we've made
sure to track everyone and give the
opportunity to as many players as
possible during the trials. Our

goal is to now target the ones we
think align with our vision, can
embrace our values, and help our
team get back to the top," said
Samson in a release.

Mega auctions of the IPL have,
in the past, seen some incredible
picks, ones that may not have been
the absolute superstars to the com-
mon eye but were vital in the larg-
er scheme of things, with diligent
analytical backing.

Former Sri Lanka captain
Kumar Sangakkara, currently serv-
ing as Director of Cricket in the
side, feels that the above-men-
tioned factors could once again
come to the fore, and provide the
team with further clarity as they
build for the potential with a view
to the long-term.

"Our analytical assessments
are detailed, right from the infor-
mation we've collected on players
to getting them integrated into a
central database. We further filter
the data, backed with a robust ana-
lytic process which enables us to
arrive at the right metrics further
refining our overall player identi-
fication process. It's really quite a
comprehensive process."

Ahead of the fifth mega auc-
tion in the history of IPL, Rajasthan
have embraced several tools and
technologies for monitoring and
performance measurement pur-
poses.

India eye whitewash as Dhawan returns to add more firepower
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